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DAYS on DIFFRACTION����� �

FOREWORD

The Seminars �Day on Di�raction� are annually held since �	� in late May or in June by the Fac�
ulty of Physics of St�Petersburg State University� St�Petersburg Branch of the Steklov�s Mathematical
Institute and Euler International Mathematical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences�

This booklet contains the abstracts of talks to be presented at oral and poster sessions in � days
of the Seminar� Author index can be found on the last page�

The full texts of selected talks will be published in the Proceedings of the Seminar� The texts
in LATEX format are due by September ��� �

� to e�mail iva�aa�����spb�edu� Format �le and
instructions can be found on the Seminar Web site at http��math�nw�ru�DD� The �nal judgement
on accepting the paper for the Proceedings will be made by the Organizing Committee following the
recommendations of the referees�

We are as always pleased to see in St�Petersburg active researchers in the �eld of Di�raction
Theory from all over the world�

Organizing Committee

The seminar is sponsored by

Russian Foundation
for Basic Research

IEEE ED�MTT�AP

St�Petersburg Chapter

Russian Academy of Sciences
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�� years to V�M� Babich

On June ��� ���� the family� friends and
colleagues celebrated the ���th anniversary
of Professor Vassilii Mikhailovich Babich	
Professor V	M	Babich is an undisputed lea�
der of the St	 Petersburg Di
raction School	
He is worldwide recognized for his outstand�
ing contributions to areas as diverse as the
di
raction and propagation of waves� elas�
ticity� geophysics and partial di
erential
equations	 He is an author of about ���
scienti�c papers and of � monographs of
which Boundary Layer Methods in Di�rac�
tion Problems with N	Ya	Kirpichnikova�
Springer ����� Short�Wavelength Di�rac�
tion Theory with V	 S	Buldyrev� Springer
���� are available in English	 V	M	Babich
is a member of the Editorial Boards ofWave
Motion� of Integral Transforms and Special
Functions and of St� Petersburg Mathemat�
ical Journal and the Editor of the series
�Mathematical Problems of Wave Propa�
gation Theory� in Zapiski Nauch� Semin�
POMI �Proceedings of Seminars at St� Pe�
tersburg Branch of the Steklov Mathemati�

cal Institute� translated to English in Journal of Mathematical Sciences	 He is a winner of the
Soviet State Prize ����� and of the V	 A	 Fock�s Prize of Russian Academy of Sciences �����	

From ���� Professor Babich has been the Head of the Laboratory of Mathematical
Problems in Geophysics at St	Petersburg Branch of the Steklov Mathematical Institute and
a Professor of the Department of Mathematical Physics at St	 Petersburg State University	
During all these years he has been having an amazing research productivity� which he
manages successfully combining with raising young researchers� teaching and running a weekly
St	 Petersburg Di
raction Seminar	 He approached his anniversary travelling a lot� being as
always productive� energetic� full of ideas and plans	 His current research activity includes
elastic and electromagnetic waves guided by curved structures� localised wave propagation and
di
raction by cones and elastic wedges	

Despite his intensive schedule� being also a head of a large family having four grandchildren�
he at the same time remains easily accessible and always �nds time and enjoys socializing with
his numerous friends and colleagues	

On behalf of the participants of the DD����� and of all his colleagues working in the
di
raction theory we wish him good health and continued productivity	 We are all looking
forward to him continuing inspiring us by his new ideas and remaining the leader of
St	 Petersburg di
raction	
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Contact interaction of the Pauli electron with a plane

Mikhail A� Antonets

Nizhny Novgorod agency for high technology�
Nizhny Novgorod� Russia
e�mail� ama�nant�ru

Some selfadjoint extensions of the Pauli operator for an electron in a uniform magnetic �eld are
considered� This extension correspond to contact interaction of the Pauli electron with a general plane�
Asymptotic behavior of negative eigenvalues is studied for large values of the coupling constant�

This work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research� Grant 
��
��
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Closed Extensions of the Maxwell Operator
for Impedance Boundary Condition

Mikhail A� Antonets� Ludmila V� Ponomareva

Nizhny Novgorod agency for high technology�
Nizhny Novgorod� Russia
e�mail� ama�nant�ru

Boundary value problem for Maxwell�s equations with impedance boundary condition on a smooth
surface S leads to constructing a nonsimmetric �in general case� extension in the space L�

��R
�� for the

Maxwell operator �AS
� de�ned on a subspace of pairs of linear di�erential forms f�E � �Hg on the space

R� vanishing near the boundary surface S�

The von Neumann theory being the base for selfadjoint extension construction for simmetric opera�
tors has been used here for constructing a nonselfadjoint closed extension� corresponding to impedance
boundary value condition� De�ciency spaces of the operator �AS

� are shown to be isomorphic to the
space L�S� consisting of pairs of linear di�erential forms distributions on the boundary surface S� So
the problem of constructing the operator connecting de�ciency spaces and de�ning the above men�
tionned closed extensions is reduced to the inversion problem for a pseudodi�erential operator acting
in the space L�S� and depending on the impedance operator acting on a space of linear di�erential
forms distributions on the boundary surface S�

A description of domain of this closed extension is done using a linear conditions on restrictions
of linear di�erential form distributions f�E � �Hg on the surface S as well�

This work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research� Grant 
��
��
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Applications of fractional derivative
analysis to some electromagnetic problems

Barbara Atamaniuk� Andrzej J� Turski

Institute of Fundamental Technological Research� PAS� Warsaw� Poland

The mathematical theory of the fractional calculus and the theory of fractional ODE and PDE
is well developed and there is a vast literature on the subject� e�g� see !�"� !�"� !�" and !�"� The
theory of PDE equations is a recently investigated problem and the theory mainly concerns fractional
di�usion�wave equations� e�g� see !�"� !�"� !�"�!" and !	"�

The main objectives of this paper is a presentation of main rules of fractional calculus� Riess
potential and fractional Laplacians� factorization of the Helmholtz equation to obtain four pairs of
fractional eigenfunctions allowing to construct a solution to the well known half�plane di�raction
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problems� Factorizing the Leontovich�Fock equation� we determine semi�di�erential Green functions�
which allow us to �nd paraxial solutions for given beam boundary conditions�

Factorizing Helmholtz equation and PWE� we obtain fractional eigenfunctions for di�raction prob�
lems �edge waves� and beam propagations�

�� An eigenfunction y��� of the linear operator L!y���" is such a function that the repeated
operations preserve the function� e�g� L!y���" # Cy with the exactness to a multiplicative constant C�
In the case of fractional operation� the de�nition is extended to preservation of the function but an
additive constant or a term of power of �� e�g� ��������� is subtracted at each step�

�� Factorizing the ��D Helmholtz equation� $x�y%�x� y� & k�%�x� y� � # 
� we obtain the following
pairs of eigenfunctions� and the fractional eigenfunctions� sin�ax � by�� cos�ax � by� and fractional
eigenfunctions�

�Z
p
kr�ax�by

sin
�
ax & by � t�

�
dt�

�Z
p
kr�ax�by

cos
�
ax & by � t�

�
dt�

where k� # a� & b� and r� # x� & y�� The fractional eigenfunctions represent �edge waves�� which are
related to half�plane and can be used to solve di�raction problems�

�� Factorizing PWE� �ik�zu�x� y� z� & $x�yu�x� y� z� # 
� we derive the following Green functions�

G�x� y� z� #
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The derivatives �mx �
n
y of G�x� y� z�� where m and n are natural numbers� satisfying the PWE and may

be related to higher order Gaussian�Hermite optical beams� By use of the fractional Green functions�
we may obtain known and new solutions for optical beams�
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New methods in quasiphoton theory

V� M� Babich

PDMI� St�Petersburg� Russia

Formal power series technique gives the possibility to develop some version of ray method in the
case of complex eiconal� This �ray expansions with complex eiconal� contain in particular series�
which can describe quasiphotons� Thus the constructing of quasiphoton expansion �if the classical ray
expansion of the class of waves under consideration is known� becomes almost algorithmic�

Conditions of existence of the wave along the sti�ener	

A� Badanin� A� Sakharova

Arkhangelsk State Technical University� Russia

We consider oscillations of the acoustic medium in the half space� bounded by the thin elastic
plate� backed by the thin straight�line homogeneous sti�ener� Conditions of the existence of the wave
along the sti�ener are considered� We seek the solution of the problem in the form of the decom�
position on plane waves� Substituting this decomposition into the boundary�contact conditions we
obtain the solution of the problem� Then we �nd the parameters of the liquid� the sti�ener and the
plate� when the surface waves propagate along the sti�ener �the sti�ener waves�� The �rst terms
in the asymptotics of the corresponding conditions� as the density of the acoustic medium is close
to zero� have the following form� Let M be the surface density� D be the cylindrical rigidity of the
plate� � be the frequency of the wave �eld� �p be the density of the sti�ener� bp be the thickness� Hp

be the height of the sti�ener� Ep be Young�s modulus� Ip be the moment of inertia and Kp be the

moment of rotate of the sti�ener� Then if
M

D
	

�p bpHp

Ep Ip
� then there exist the symmetric sti�ener

waves � if
M

D
� �p bpHp

Ep Ip
� then such waves do not exist� Moreover� if � 


r
M

D

Kp

�p Ip
then there

exist the antisymmetric sti�ener waves� if � �
r
M

D

Kp

�p Ip
then such waves do not exist�

Spectral properties of the fourth order
operator with the periodic �
potential

A� Badanin

Arkhangelsk State Technical University� Russia

We consider the spectral properties of the operator Ty # y����&
P

��x�n�y� acting in L��R�� It is
well known that the spectrum of T consists of the non�degenerated intervals� bands� separated by the
gaps� We construct the Lyapunov function for T � which is the analytic function on the two�sheeted
surface� The properties of this function are similar to the properties of the Lyapunov function for the
Hill operator� We prove that the spectral bands of T have the multiplicity � or �� Moreover� we prove
that the Lyapunov function has real and non�real branch points�

This is a joint work with E�Korotyaev from Humboldt Universit�at zu Berlin�
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Excitation of semi
in�nite electromagnetic
crystal by plane electromagnetic wave
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C�R� Simovski

St� Petersburg State University of Information Technologies� Mechanics and Optics�
Sablinskaya ��� �	��
�� St� Petersburg� Russia
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An analytical theory describing excitation of a semi�in�nite electromagnetic crystal by plane elec�
tromagnetic wave is presented in this paper� A three�dimensional crystal with orthorhombic elemen�
tary cell� formed by scatterers which can be substituted by point dipoles with known polarizability
and �xed orientation is considered� The closed�form analytical formulae for the amplitudes of excited
modes and Floquet harmonics of scattered �eld for the semi�in�nite electromagnetic crystal are derived
by solv ing a dispersion equation for the in�nite electromagnetic crystal� Generalized Ewald�Oseen
extinction principle for electromagnetic crystals under consideration has been formulated�

Electromagnetic crystals are usually studied with the help of numerical methods !�"� Analytical
models exist only for the very narrow class of electromagnetic crystals� There are only few geometries
which can be solved strictly analytically as well as some types of electromagnetic crystals which can
be studied analytically only under a certain approximation� In this paper an analytical method is
suggested� which allows studying dispersion and re�ection properties of three�dimensional crystals
formed by point scatterers with known polarizabilites using the local �eld approximation !�� �� �"�
The �rst attempt to achieve this goal has been made by Mahan and Obermair in !�"� Analytical
expressions for re�ection coe�cients and amplitudes of excited modes for a semi�in�nite crystal were
obtained in terms of wave vectors of the in�nite crystal eigenmodes� That is the unique rigorous
solution at the present time� Mahan and Obermair have considered only the normal incidence and
have taken into account only the fundamental Floquet harmonic interaction between layers� Moreover�
the method suggested in !�" is based on introduction of �ctitious zero polariz ations at the imaginary
crystallographic planes in free space over the semi�in�nite crystal� As shown below such approach
appears to be not a strict one�

In this paper we follow to the main idea of !�" to express amplitudes of excited modes and scattered
Floquet harmonics in terms of wave vectors of the in�nite crystal eigenmodes� In order to describe the
interaction between layers we consider oblique incidence and take into account all Floquet harmonics�
In the current study equations for real �non��ctitious� layers are derived and as an intermediate
step a generalized Ewald�Oseen extinction theorem for electromagnetic crystals under consideration
is proved� As a result a linear system of equations for amplitudes of excited eigenmodes has been
derived� The obtained system is solved analytically with the help of an original method of function
recovery based on its zeros� poles and a value at a de�nite point� Solving that system makes possible
to determine amplitudes of all excited eigenmodes and all scattered Floquet harmonics�
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Far �eld of a point source acting on a half
space
covered by an inhomogeneous layer

Anna A� Klimova

Instructional Center� University of Washington� Seattle� USA

Aleksei P� Kiselev
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We consider two�dimensional� time harmonic acoustic wave �eld in layered half�space z 
 
� which
is homogeneous for z 
 h� h 
 
� described by the equation�

���z�uz�z & ��z�uxx & ��z���u # 
� z 
 
�

Here the function � is equal to ��z� # �j for zj�� 	 z 	 zj � k # �� ���� n �with z� # 
� and ��z� # ��
for z 
 zn� Also ��z� # �j for zj�� 	 z 	 zj � k # �� ���� n �with z� # 
� and ��z� # �� for z 
 zn�
The standard self adjoint matching conditions at points where � jumps are satis�ed�

!u"jz�zk # 
� !�uz "jz�zk # 
� k # �� � � � � n�

The wave�eld is generated by a point source is acting on the surface z # 
� and the radiation condition
is assumed at in�nity�

We are seeking the solution in the form of Fourier integral�

u�x� z� #

Z ��

��
�u�z� �� exp�i�x�d��

We are interested in the far��eld asymptotics of u� which can be found� as we show� by the
stationary phase method� The main result is that for z 
 h� �u�z� �� has no branch cuts� which implies
that no head waves propagate in the homogeneous half�space z 
 h�

Fronts and pro�les of the waves in �
D inhomogeneous
dispersionless media created by localized sources

S� Yu� Dobrokhotov

Institute for Problems in Mechanics RAS� Moscow

e�mail� dobr�ipmnet�ru

We consider the Cauchy problem ujt�� # u��x��� utjt�� # 
 for the wave equation equation
utt # rC��x�ru� x � R�� with the smooth positive varying velocity C�x��

The asymptotic solution of this problem for  		 � was obtained in the papers !�"�!�"� The
corresponding formulas were based on the construction of the parametrix� expansion with respect
to smoothness and the solution of some additional minimization problem� We show that the last
problem can be solved explicitly which allows one to simplify �nal asymptotic formulas crucially� We
discuss the geometrical objects appearing in this construction and the problem of a �visualization� of
asymptotics�
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Re�ection and transmission of water waves over an uneven ocean bed
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The problem of free surface �ow over an obstacle or a geometrical disturbance at the bottom of an
ocean are important for their possible applications in the areas of coastal and marine engineering� and
as such these were being studied by the researchers even since the last century� The two dimensional
scattering of water waves by a �nite number of periodic ripples or sandbars on an otherwise horizontal
�at bed has been a subject of investigation for many years� The problem of re�ection of surface waves
by patches of large bottom undulations has received an increasing amount of attention recently� as its
mechanism is important in the development of shore�parallel bars� In the classical work of Lamb� the
free surface elevation for the two dimensional problem of steady �ow over the bottom irregularities
was obtained assuming the irrotational motion�

This paper is concerned with the scattering of a train of progressive waves by a small deforma�
tion of the bottom of a laterally unbounded ocean using two dimensional linear water wave theory�
Assuming the irrotational motion� a simpli�ed perturbation analysis is employed to obtain the �rst
order corrections to the velocity potential by using the Green�s integral theorem in a suitable man�
ner and the re�ection and transmission coe�cients� in terms of integrals involving the shape of the
function c�x� representing the bottom deformation� Three particular forms of the shape function are
considered and the integrals for re�ection and transmission coe�cients are evaluated for these three
di�erent shape functions� Among these cases for the particular case of a patch of sinusoidal ripples at
the bottom� the re�ection coe�cient up to the �rst order is found to be an oscillatory function of �
which is twice the ratio of the wave numbers k and �� When this ratio becomes 
�� that means when
� # �� the re�ection coe�cient becomes a multiple of the number of ripples and high re�ection of the
incident wave energy occurs if this number is large�

Waves produced by a source on the
moving and expanding circular frame

Victor V� Borisov

Fock Institute of Physics� St��Petersburg University� Russia

The goal of the present report is to derive the transient solution to the inhomogeneous wave
equation that describe wave perturbations formed by a source distributions on the special circular
frame expanding and moving with the wave front velocity �for electromagnetic waves� the velocity
of light�� Starting from Smirnov�s method of incomplete separation of variables ! �" we represent the
wave functions and sources as Fourier�s series and applying the Fourier�Bessel transformation yield the
problem for the �D telegraph equation� Its solution is constricted with the help of the Riemann formula�
Then making the inverse Fourier�Bessel transformation and performing calculations� we obtain the
expansion coe�cients that together with Fourier series yield the solution of the wave equation in terms
of the modes in cylindrical coordinate system� The result obtained allows to investigate the space�time
structure of the formed waves� Application of the scalar solution to a description of electromagnetic
waves is also discussed�
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Di�raction characteristics of an impedance
loaded parallel plate waveguide
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In the present work the di�raction of plane electromagnetic waves by an impedance loaded parallel
plate waveguide formed by a two�part impedance plane and a parallel half plane with di�erent face
impedances is analyzed�

Figure � Geometry of the di�raction problem

This problem is a generalization of a previous work by the authors !�" who considered the same
geometry in the case where the half plane is perfectly conducting� In !�" the related boundary value
problem is formulated as a matrix Wiener�Hopf equation which is uncoupled by the introduction of
in�nite sum of poles� The exact solution is then obtained in terms of the coe�cients of the poles�
where these coe�cients are shown to satisfy in�nite system of linear algebraic equations�

When the half plane has non vanishing surface impedances� the resulting matrix Wiener�Hopf
equation becomes intractable� To overcome this di�culty one recourses of a hybrid formulation con�
sisting of employing the Fourier transform technique in conjunction with the mode matching method
�see e�g� !�"� �� By expanding the total �eld into a series of normal modes in the waveguide region and
using the Fourier transform elsewhere� we get a scalar modi�ed Wiener�Hopf equation of the second
kind� The solution involves a set of in�nitely many expansion coe�cients satisfying in�nite system of
linear algebraic equations�
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In the present work the di�raction of a plane electromagnetic wave by an impedance loaded parallel
plate waveguide formed by a two�part impedance plane and a parallel perfectly conducting half�plane
is analyzed�

Figure � Geometry of the di�raction problem

The formulation of the boundary�value problem in terms of Fourier integrals leads to a matrix
Wiener�Hopf equation which is uncoupled by the introduction of in�nite sum of poles� The exact
solution is then obtained in terms of the coe�cients of the poles� where these coe�cients are shown
to satisfy in�nite system of linear algebraic equations� This system is solved numerically and the
in�uence of the parameters such as the waveguide spacing and the surface impedances of the two�part
plane on the di�raction phenomenon is shown graphically�

Some notes on the commutative matrix factorization

A�V� Shanin� E�M� Doubravsky
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We study the classical problem of matrix factorization� i�e� the representation of the matrix G in
the form G # G�G�� where G� and G� are functions analytical in the upper and lower variable� re�
spectively� This problem is connected with a lot of famous di�raction problems� however unfortunately
nowadays no general solution for it is known�

The most e�ective and widely known approach to the matrix factorization is the Khrapkov method�
This method is applicable to a relatively narrow class of matrices G� The idea is to construct a
commutative set of matrices to which G� G� and G� all belong�

In our talk we do not propose a general solution for the matrix factorization problem� but demon�
strate a powerful analytical tool to study the properties of the solution �yet unknown�� Among the
properties that can be established by the new method we mark out the possibility to perform a
commutative factorization �a necessary condition� and the behaviour at in�nity�
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Light beams with apparent nondi�racting properties have intrigued the scienti�c community since
they were introduced in �	�� In this work we will discuss their properties based on the mathematical�
physics formalism of the Helmholtz di�erential equation that gives rise to them� What at some point
were seen as rather odd features of these beams� when re�interpreted as superposition of traveling wave
solutions they become clear and physically consistent� Here� the four di�erent families of nondi�racting
beams will be analyzed� namely plane waves� Bessel� Mathieu and Transverse Parabolic beams� The
consequences of the analysis that will be presented go towards a better physical understanding of these
optical �elds and thus to include or discard potential practical applications�

Since what above have been termed nondi�racting or di�raction�less beams !�" may be physically
misleading� they will be referred to as Propagation�Invariant Optical Fields �PIOFs�� This kind of
wave �elds have been of interest since numerous applications� ranging from metrology to atom guiding�
have been proposed and demonstrated� Beams can be made such that their transverse intensity
distribution remains unchanged in amplitude and shape upon propagation for very long distances
within a prede�ned region of space�

The most common of these wave �elds are the plane waves� Curiously enough� the concept of
plane waves is very well accepted and understood in physics� Very rarely one questions its physical
achievability considering that a true plane wave should have in�nite extent �otherwise it would be a
very large �attened beam�� but then this takes us to something physically unrealizable� Plane waves
are the solution of the Helmholtz equation in Cartesian coordinates with boundaries at in�nity� When
they are related to a physical experiment then they have to be approximations to true plane waves as is
the case of a collimated coherent beam� These same criteria apply to the other three families of PIOFs�
When this is done it is easier to understand the true nature of the PIOFs� of which Bessel beams are
the most known and discussed in the literature� Recently� Mathieu and Transverse Parabolic beams
have been demonstrated !���"�

A general solution of the Helmholtz equation r�E & k�E # 
 that represents all of the mentioned
propagation invariant optical �elds is the reduced Whittaker integral

E�r�� z� # E� exp�ikzz�

Z ��

�
A��� exp !ik��x cos� & y sin��" d�� ���

where r� represents the two dimensional transverse vector position� The wave vector is also decom�
posed in a transverse and a longitudinal component of magnitude k� and kz � respectively� A��� is the
transverse angular spectrum� From this integral it can be deduced that the wave fronts are conic !�"�
From Eq� ��� is observed that the intensity� proportional to jEj�� is independent of the propagation
coordinate z� Then it represents a wave �eld whose transverse structure propagates unchanged� i� e�
any solution of the Helmholtz equation that has the property of being propagation invariant� being
A��� its corresponding spectrum function� However� requesting that this solution also agrees with
that obtained by separation of variables then that will de�ne a very particular solution for each case
that describes propagation invariant optical �elds�

The mathematical solutions obtained above have to ful�ll certain theorems� like Sommerfeld radi�
ation condition or Huygens principle for two dimensional di�erential wave equations� in order to make
them physically consistent� Once the theorems have been properly established then the propagation
characteristics of the PIOFs can be easily understood and it can be seen that they do not violate
any physical law as sometimes it is mentioned in the literature !�	"� Another more relevant issue
is that once the propagation characteristics of these beams are understood their applications to real
problems may be easier to visualize !�
���"� A thorough analysis based on the mathematical physics
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of the Helmholtz wave equation and their solutions in cylindrical coordinates �circular� elliptic and
parabolic� will be the core of the work to be presented�
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Di�raction under G��strictly singular perturbations
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In the traditional use of positive de�nite inner�product metric for quantum dynamics the sponta�
neous decay can be detected as a path in the unit sphere of a separable Hilbert space over the complex
�eld� If G is the skew self�adjoint in�nitesimal generator of the decay and G� is the generator of an
exponentially bounded semi�group� then it is possible to associate the decomposition G � G� & iV
with a partition of R�G�� the resolvent of G� into a power expansion in iV R�G��� which under the
inverse Laplace�transform yields an G��strictly singular perturbation series� Theoretically the direc�
tional �eld of the dynamical solution may show a di�raction pattern at the junction of the main
term with the remainder�term and so indicate the existence of a non�exponentially decaying process�
In experiments� however� such deviation has never been found� On the contrary� the quality of the
exponential decay is� in a residuum under the inverse Laplace�transform� the most reliable marking
of an elementary physical particle� We might therefore suggest that the correct dynamical theory is
embedded in a positive semi�de�nite metric� and a measurement then takes place through a projection
onto a positive de�nite subspace� Such projections may be mathematically formulated along the lines
of the old Gupta�Bleuler theory� and have in fact been discussed before by B�L�van der Waerden and
E�Cartan� The apparent discrepancy is therefore probably not more a mathematical but rather a
physical problem� which could be solved by clearing the ambiguity of the measurement process�
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The multiple scale perturbation analysis is carried out to study optical solitons that are governed
by the nonlinear Schrodinger�s equation with dual�power law nonlinearity� The WKB type ansatz
of the perturbed soliton captures the corrections to the pulse where the soliton perturbation theory
fails� The perturbation terms that are considered here are nonlinear damping and saturable ampli�ers�
Finally� the numerical simulations support the theory�

Transparent body synthesis for the cases
of a circular cylinder and a sphere
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The suppression of the electromagnetic �eld scattered by simplest perfectly conducting bodies by
means of appropriate internal reradiators is studied� The reradiators are supposed to be connected
with the ambient space by small apertures or narrow slots in the boundaries of the bodies� It is
required to minimize the scattering in all directions � not only the backscattering� This problem
is referred to as the transparent body synthesis� One should emphasize the di�erence between the
transparent �i�e� not scattering� and the black �i�e� not re�ecting� bodies�

The problem of transparent body synthesis is formulated as follows� for the given perfectly conduct�
ing body� it is necessary to �nd a reradiator such that� under the incidence of a certain electromagnetic
�eld � �E� �H�� the power P scattered to the far zone by the body with the reradiator be less than the
power P� scattered by the initial body by a speci�ed factor � Usually� the incident �eld is under�
stood as a plane electromagnetic wave of a certain frequency range� The direction and polarization
of the wave can be both arbitrary and �xed� Thus� a body can be transparent with respect to a
certain type of incident �eld� The body�s transparency can be characterized by the attenuation factor
K # �
 lg�P�P�� !dB"�

The problem of transparent body synthesis for an in�nite circular cylinder is solved separately for
two di�erent polarizations�

In the case of the TH�polarization� the reradiator is sought as a periodic system of cylindrical
or ring cavities connected with the ambient space by narrow transverse ring slots in the cylindrical
boundary� For di�erent frequencies of the incident �eld within k�R � �
� parameters of the cavities
providing the attenuation factor K # ��
 dB at these frequencies have been found� This structure is
isotropic with respect to the azimuth angle�

In the case of the TE�polarization� two di�erent approaches are used� In the �rst one� the reradiator
is constructed of cavities consisting of cylindrical ring sectors connected with each other by slots in the
side walls� In the second one� the reradiator consists of coaxial cylinders with longitudinally slotted
boundaries� The �rst approach gives a nonisotropic structure but has no signi�cant restrictions in the
frequency and ensures a theoretically unlimited attenuation� The second approach yields a structure
approximately isotropic with respect to the azimuth angle� but the di�culty of determining the cavities�
parameters increases with the frequency and the required attenuation�

The problem of synthesizing a transparent anisotropic sphere is also solved� The reradiator is
constructed from spherical ring sectors connected with the ambient space by narrow parallel ring slots
in the spherical boundary� The transparency e�ect can be attained only if the sphere is specially
oriented with respect to an incident linearly polarized plane wave�

Theoretically and by numerical solution of the di�raction problem� it is demonstrated that� in all
cases� the transparency e�ect is observed in a narrow frequency band�
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The dynamics of a quantum particle in a periodic potential in the presence of a uniform magnetic
�eld were the subject of researches for several decades and revealed many remarkable e�ects� A
surprising e�ect has been presented in !�" for a two�dimensional lattice with hexagonal symmetry �the
so called T� lattice� displayed in Fig� �� If the �ux quantum per rhombus is equal to one half� the
energy spectrum of a tight�binding model with nearest�neighbor hopping collapses into three highly
degenerate levels� The recent results of the conductance measurements of normal metallic networks
etched on a two�dimensional GaAs�GaAlAs electron gas were published in !�"� Remarkably� for the
particular T� network� the magnetoresistance presents large ���periodic oscillations ��� is the �ux
quantum�� This is the �rst observation of strong ���periodic oscillations in macroscopic systems� The
authors of papers !���" describe above mentioned e�ects in the framework of tight�binding approach by
formation of so called Aharonov�Bohm cages when the �ux � per rhombus equals ����� The spectral
and scattering properties of the Schr�odinger operator de�ned on a �nite graph with T� geometry are
of special interest� To analyze the scattering problem� we construct a Hamiltonian on the �nite graph
connected to � input and � output leads using theory of self�adjoint extensions of operators !���"� We
choose gluing parameters for the nodes of the graph in such a way that the electron wave�functions
satisfy wide�using Gri�ts conditions at the nodes� The main results of our scattering analysis are
as follows� A single rhombus connected with two leads in the magnetic �eld is similar to the two�
terminal Aharonov�Bohm ring considered e�g� in !��"� The probability of electron transfer between
two diametrically opposite nodes of rhombus vanishes under the �ux per rhombus equals to one half�
The interference e�ects in the �nite graph �containing �� rhombus� lead to complex �ux dependence
of the transmission coe�cient T which is reminiscent of the structure of energy spectrum �Fig� �� here
ka # 
���� a is the length of graph bound�� Note that the transmission coe�cient is not a periodic
function of the wave vector k but a periodic function of the �ux �� In contrast to !�"� we show that
in�uence of dispersive edge states may be compensated for suitable selection of electron energy �Fig� ��
here ka # ������ Moreover we found the energy domains where the transmission coe�cient is equal
to zero for every �ux so that the system is completely re�ecting�
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In the last �ve years the �rst author of this paper� has developed a general theory based on the
Wiener�Hopf technique for studying electromagnetic problems in arbitrary angular regions !���"�

In general this technique yields a new class of functional equations called Generalized Wiener�Hopf
equations �GWHE�� The �GWHE� di�er from the classical Wiener�Hopf equations �CWHE� since the
involved plus and minus functions are de�ned into two di�erent complex planes� It was remarkable
that in some cases a suitable mapping reduces the Generalized Wiener�Hopf equations to the classical
ones� For instance it happens in all the impenetrable wedge problems that have been solved by the
Sommerfeld�Malyuzhinets �SM� method� Closed form W�H solutions for these problems and also for
other problems� which are not solved with the SM method� have been obtained by using an explicit
factorization of the matrix kernels !���"�

For arbitrary impenetrable wedges problems� the W�H formulation involves the factorization of
matrix kernels of order four� With the exception of some classes of problems� including the all ones
solved by the SM method� closed form factorizations of kernels are not available and we need to resort
to approximate factorization techniques� Several techniques to obtain approximate factorizations of
arbitrary matrices are available in literature !�"� New di�erent approximate methods are de�ned with
respect to reference !�"� In particular the W�H factorization problem provides its immediate reduction
to Fredholm equations without applying regularizations to the kernel operator�

In general the powerfulness of the approximate W�H factorization technique depends on the ker�
nel�s spectrum of the related Fredholm equation� When we are dealing with impenetrable wedge
problems� we experienced that a particular mapping makes the Fredholm equation suitable to be
solved numerically�

The aim of this work is to present an e�cient method based on the W�H technique to solve the
all impenetrable wedge problems which are still unsolved in literature�
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Thin �lms of polycrystalline and nanostructured silicon are of great importance in micro� and
nano�technology applications� Therefore� they received a great deal of interest in the investigation of
their electronic� magnetic� and optical properties but only very little work is reported on their elastic
properties� In this context� we �rst deduce their SAW velocities longitudinal� VL� transverse� VT and
Rayleigh� VR� It is found that these velocities change according to grain dimensions� atomic structure
and defect densities characterizing each Si type with the highest values corresponding to crystalline
Si followed by those of poly�Si� and �nally the smallest values were obtained for nano�Si� Moreover� in
order to establish dispersion curves� we calculate the acoustic material signatures� via Sheppard and
Wilson formula that describes the output response as a function of the defocusing distance in acoustic
microscopy con�guration� Such signatures are determined for di�erent �lm thickness of all the above
Si types deposited on crystalline Si substrates� Their spectral analysis led to the determination of
the propagating wave velocities which were plotted in terms of normalized thickness� It is found that
the general trend of the curves is dispersive� with increasing normalized thickness� the surface wave
velocity decreases from the value of the substrate velocity to that of the deposited �lm� However�
for very thin �lm of poly Si� we noticed an anomalous behavior consisting of a small initial increase
followed by the usual velocity decreases�

Analytical and empirical evaluation of materials
elastic moduli via one
parameter derived
formulae

A� Doghmane� M� Doghmane� I� Hadjoub� F� Hadjoub
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Young�s modulus� E� and shear modulus� G� are usually expressed in terms of the velocities of
di�erent propagating wave velocities� Such velocities can be determined via nondestructive ultrasonic
characterization techniques such as scanning acoustic microscopy� SAM� However� it is di�cult to
determine the velocity values of all the propagating modes from a single and unique measurement� In
fact� in SAM technique� the measured V �z� signatures is usually representative of a single dominating
mode� Hence� to overcome such limitations we derive in this work� simple expressions of E and G in
terms of the velocity of just one propagation mode� longitudinal� VL� transverse� VT or Rayleigh� VR�
To do so we used Viktorov formula and apply some physically acceptable approximations to �nd �i�
for Young�s modulus� E # 
�����V �

L� E # �����V �
T and E # ��		�V �

R and �ii� for shear modulus�
G # 
��	��V �

L and G # ������V �
R� The validity of these derived formulae was successfully tested

via their application to a great number of materials whose elastic constants were also determined
by conventional expressions� Data comparison obtained via approximated and conventional relations
led good precisions of �+ or even less in some cases to reach 
�

�+� Empirical expressions were
also deduced from a graphical plot of elastic constants of over sixty solid materials� The data �tting
gave very close proportionality constants to those mentioned above� Thus� con�rming the validity of
such one parameter formulae� The use of such expressions would remove many limitations in certain
ultrasonic micro�characterization techniques�
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An undulatory bending of the separate material layers are observed in a di�erent of deformation
ways� We assume that the strong loaded layers undergo a transversal corrugation by retarding in�
�uences of neighboring weakly loaded �and since stabile� layers� To discover the pecularities of this
mechanism� we solved the problem of dynamics of the strong loaded material layer in the form of
a plate which is constrained by two half�spaces with lesser elastic modules� The local bends of the
middle layer are assumed to be comparable to its thickness� Therefore� the consideration was carried
out in the framework of Murnaghans theory of �nite deformations� The Murnaghan theory is the
most attractive because it uses the expression for nonlinear� elastic energy containing all invariants
of deformation tensor compatible with a symmetry of media without recourse to a priori geometrical
hypotheses� that is di�cult estimate quantitatively� The initial equations of the �nite deformation
theory are too complicated to be analytically useful� We proposed the special variant of perturba�
tion theory� In this method� we reduced initial equations into the simple nonlinear model with the
controlled precision referring to the small parameters re�ecting the typical space�time scales of defor�
mation� geometrical and physical nonlinearity of a media� The simpli�ed model takes into account
correctly the main interactions and at the same time gives exact solutions which describe a middle layer
bending� In this process phenomenological constants of Murnaghans theory are combined into the a
small number of parameters which play the role of e�ective modules of media� The novel approach is
in following� we solve the nontrivial boundary problem� where the shape of surface of a strong loaded
layer of media is not known beforehand� but is determined during the process of the calculations�
Pecularities of the initial corrugation of middle layer result from a balance between boundary and
dimensional e�ects responsible for a space dispersion of media� e�ects of the nonlinear interaction
of the neighboring unstable modes and e�ects of the non�local interaction between layers� As far as
we know� dynamics of such nonlinear�elastic deformations of material is not investigated previously�
We established the possibility for formation of solitons of the �transversal corrugation� inside layered
media which proceed by the plastic �ow of material� An undulatory bending of the middle layer of
media and its �subdivision� into solitons of corrugation will occur� starting from some external critical
stress� It depends on a thickness of layer and material parameters of media� but must be less than
instability threshold of the middle layer� Solitons of corrugation propagate with velocities less than a
certain critical value �they can be motionless too�� In this case solitons are the concentrators of stress
and at the same time precursors of the subsequent plastic deformation of material therefore they
carry along information about geometry of layers and the stress�state of material� The conditions for
formation of chains type structures from solitons of corrugation inside of layered media are found� Our
approach may be applied to the analysis of the nonlinearly � elastic dynamics of cylindrical shells�
when small amplitude �patterns� from space�localized bandings are formed on the shell surface� We
constructed the simpli�ed nonlinear model� With this model� the ring�shape solitons �small amplitude
transversal folders� on surface of the longitudinal compressed cylindrical shell have been predicted and
analytically described� The conditions of soliton formation have been investigated depending on the
external stress� geometrical and material parameters of the shell�
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We present an analytic approach to deal with the unsteady problem of the solitary wave generation
in the Green � Naghdi equations describing propagation of fully nonlinear shallow�water waves�
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Here � is total depth and u is layer�mean horisontal velocity� all variables are non�dimensionalised by
their typical values� The system ��� is obtained from Euler equations using the asymptotic expansions
in small dispersion parameter � # h��L � � where h� is the �dimensional� equilibrium depth and L
is typical wavelength� No small�amplitude decompositions are made�

The system ��� is not integrable via spectral transform and� apart from the water wave dynamics�
appears in various applications where strongly nonlinear processes are important �bubbly �uids� Solar
MHD�� We consider the �semi�classical� formulation of the problem when the generation of solitary
waves is viewed as a part of a more general process of the undular bore development from a large�scale
initial perturbation� Based on previous analytic results for completely integrable systems and strong
numerical evidence for the systems that are not integrable but structurally similar to integrable ones
we suggest that the fully nonlinear shallow�water undular bore can be modelled by the expansion fan
solution of the corresponding modulation �Whitham� system� Although in absence of the Riemann
invariants� the full modulation solution is not available� we are able to �nd a set of nontrivial integrals
of motion allowing one to obtain analytically the major physical parameters of the undular bore
determining its intensity and location� Due to an unsteady character of the problem these do not
coincide with formal jump conditions following from conservation laws� As a consequence� we �nd the
amplitude of the lead solitary wave given the initial jumps in � and u� the result available previously
only for completely integrable dynamics via the spectral transform or full modulation solution� A
comparison with direct numerical simulations is made�
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Recently� the uses of biomaterials� bioceramics� metals� bioactive glass� biopolymers� have been
revolutionizing the biomedical �eld in deployment as implants for humans� Bioglasses are interesting
versatile class of biomaterials� Some of the bioactive glasses with speci�c composition are embedded in
a biomaterial support to form prosthetics for hard tissues� Such prosthetics are biocompatible� show
excellent mechanical properties and are useful for orthopedic and dental prosthetics� Therefore� in
this work� glasses �x�+SiO� x�+Na�O x�+CaO �+P�O�� with various compositions �x+� are inves�
tigated by a non�destructive technique� The acoustic material signatures V �z� of theses bio�glasses�
deduced theoretically� showed oscillatory beahvior as a result of surface acoustic mode constructive
and destructive interferences� The spectral treatment of theses signatures� via fast Fourier transform�
led to the determination of Rayleigh velocities� VR� then we estimate their elastic constants �Young�s
modulus� E� and shear modulus� G�� The results thus obtained were found to be dependent on various
compositions such that�

VR # ���
 m�s� E # ���
 GPa and G # ����� for� ��+SiO� ����+Na�O ����+CaO�+P�O��
VR # ���� m�s� E # ���
 GPa and G # ����	 for� ��+SiO� ����+Na�O ����+CaO �+P�O��

VR # ���� m�s� E # ��� GPa and G # ����� for� �
+SiO� ��+Na�O ��+CaO �+P�O��
VR # �� m�s� E # ����� GPa and G # �
��� for� ��+SiO� �	��+Na�O �	��+CaO �+P�O��
Therefore� it can be concluded that one can easily change the mechanical properties of such glasses

by just changing their composition such a procedure leads to the optimisation of their charactezristics
for any potential applications�
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The traditional approach to the analysis of longitudinal vibrations of N�stepped structures is based
on the assumption that the longitudinal vibrations of every section are described by the wave equation
and that lateral motion could be neglected� This hypothesis is true if the aspect ratios of every section
are high and characteristic frequencies are small enough�

In this paper we consider the small aspect ratios of the sections and relatively high excitation
frequencies of the lateral vibrations� This leads to a more complex Rayleigh model of longitudinal
vibrations of thick bars where the classical wave equation is replace by a fourth order PDE so that
the e�ects of lateral inertia are kept in mind� The analytical tools of vibration analysis are based
on �nding eigenfunctions with piecewise continuous derivatives� which are orthogonal with respect to
a specially chosen weight function� These eigenfunctions satisfy the boundary conditions at the end
points and boundary conditions at the junctions� The solution of the problem is formulated in terms
of Green function� This algorithm is e�cient in the design of low frequency transducers of Tonpilz
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type produced in South Africa� An example is given to show the practical implementation of the
algorithm to a three�stepped structure�
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In this paper we consider problems of di�raction type for pseudo�di�erential operators with variable
symbols� In more detail� we consider simultaneously two pseudo�di�erential equations elliptic with
parameters in di�erent domains with a common boundary� In the statement of this problem� a bounded
domain breaks the homogeneity of a medium provided that the solution satis�es the conditions of a
maximal smoothness on the boundary of this domain� This is equivalent to �nding a solution belonging
to the Sobolev space Hs with the maximal value of s� We also prove that the solution of a Dirichlet
problem can be obtained as the limiting case of a di�raction problem as the parameter of the external
domain tends to zero�
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The generalized coherent states for the oscillator�like systems connected with the known classes of
the orthogonal polynomials were considered in our talks at the previous seminars �Day on Di�raction�
�DD�
��DD�
��� We discussed the cases of the classical polynomials in a continuous as well as in a
discrete variables and also their deformed analogues� Mainly we studied the Barut�Giradello coherent
states �and more general Klauder � Gazeau coherent states� and� as a rule� did not touch� so called�
minimum uncertainty coherent states �MUCS� and coherent states of Perelomov type� In our talk
on DD�
� we want to discuss the connection of constructed coherent states with uncertainty relation�
This investigation was promoted by stimulating question of prof� M�Berry after our talk on DD�
��
The main result is that for all generalized oscillators connected with considered families of orthogonal
polynomials� the generalized coherent states of the Barut�Giradello type are at the same time the
MUCS� Another result to be interest for possible physical applications consists in the assertion that
the generalized coherent states can have both sub�poissonian and super�poissonian statistics even in
the case of known orthogonal polynomial systems� The type of statistics is determinated by the sign of
the well�known in quantum optics Mandel parameter QM � If QM 
 
� the statistics is sub�poissonian�
and it is super�poissonian if QM 	 
� The case QM # 
 corresponds to the poissonian statistics� For
the investigated cases of classical polynomials in a continuous and in a discrete variable we obtain the
following result� For Charlie polynomials �as well as in the case of Hermitean polynomials related to
the standard coherent states� QM # 
� QM 
 
 for Laguerre and Meixner polynomials whereas in
the case of Jacobi and Krawtchouk polynomials QM 	 
� Finally� in the case of q�deformed Hermite
polynomials the sign of the Mandel parameter is de�ned by the magnitude of deformation parameter�
for 
 	 q 	 � one has QM 	 
� and for q 
 � QM 
 
�
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The theory of the azimuthally magnetized circular ferrite waveguides� propagating normal TE�n

modes� studied for development of nonreciprocal digital phase shifters !���"� may successfully be built
by means of the complex con�uent hypergeometric functions �CHFs� !���"� The characteristic equation
of the coaxial structure of �nite thickness of the central switching conductor has been derived in terms
of complex Kummer and Tricomi CHFs %�a� c x� and ,�a� c x�� respectively !�" with a # c�� � jk�
c # �� x # jz� �k � real� z � real� positive�� For the purposes of boundary�value analysis the

dependence of purely imaginary zeros �
	c

kn ��� of the equation in x� �n # �� �� �� � � � � �� � switching

conductor to guide radius ratio� on the parameter k has been investigated in a �nite interval of
variation of the latter� symmetrically situated with regard to the point k # 
 !�"�

Here� it is proved numerically that if k � �	� the numbers �
	c

kn ��� tend to zero and the products

jkj�	c
kn ��� and jaj�	c
kn ��� have a �nite real positive limit L # L�c� �� n�� Physically� this leads to the
appearance of an envelope curve in the phase diagram� restricting the phase characteristics for negative
magnetization of ferrite from the side of higher frequencies� Similar dependence of the products
mentioned is not found if k � &	� respectively envelope curve of the characteristics for positive
magnetization of the �lling does not exist� This new property of coaxial guide allows to formulate
the condition for phaser operation of the structure in terms of the L�c� �� n� numbers� A comparison
with the case of circular guide shows that the introduction even of a thin central conductor increases
signi�cantly the value of the latter� For example� provided � # 
� it holds L��� 
� �� # ���	��� whereas
if � # 
��� L��� 
��� �� # ����

� As a result the area of propagation for negative magnetization�
respectively the one for phaser operation� determined by the coaxial geometry� expands considerably�
In addition� an original simple method for calculation of di�erential phase shift in normalized form
$� is suggested which permits to �gure the latter in the whole area of phaser operation of the guide�
It uses the envelope curve and enables to derive a formula for �nding $� in terms of the L�c� �� n�
numbers� Besides� the approach needs also a restricted application of iterative techniques� elaborated
so that the necessary computation time is reduced to a minimum and the error admitted is of the
order of a few percent�
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Wave packets in elastic �at bent waveguide
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An asymptotic solution of a boundary�value problem for the wave equation in elastic medium is
revealed in this paper� The medium is bounded by the surface of the waveguide� bent in theplain
in Cartesian coordinates� The boundary conditions are the standard conditions of the absence of
displacements�

In the stationary case solutions of the wave equations governing the wave processes concentrated
in a neighborhood of a ray are well�known !�"� Non�stationary solutions localized in the vicinity of
the space�time ray and named as �quasiphotons� were described in !�� �"� Using the complex WKB
method� stationary and non�stationary solutions were also constructed by Maslov !�"�

The present work is based on the asymptotic method� used in !�" for the examination of the wave
processes in a cylindrical shell� This approach allows to reduce the three�dimensional boundary�value
problem to the two�dimensional or to the univariate one� This method was applied also to research the
behaviour of running wave packets in non�cylindrical shell with slashed ages !�"� in in�nite cylindrical
shell under variable internal pressure !�" and in the straight waveguide with round cross�section !"�

The asymptotic solution of the boundary�value problem for the wave equation is constructed in
the form of localized families of short waves running in the longitudinal direction� The condition for
existence of modes of free oscillations in the narrow waveguide near some cross�section is determined�
The e�ects of re�ection of the wave packet and localization of the wave process near the �weakest�
plane are revealed�
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The interest to the theoretical investigation of the scattering parameters for ultra�cold neutrons
�UCN� has motivated by possibilities to perform a series of important experiments using these particles 
see e�g�� the recent electric dipole moment experiment using stored particles !�"� which is a test for
the Standard Model of electroweak interaction� or the experiment on the measurement of quantum
states of neutrons in the Earth�s gravitational �eld !�"� which tests some consequences of Quantum
Gravitation Theory� The main problem related to UCN results from the storage of UCN in closed
vessels and is the follows� The losses due to the collisions of neutrons with the walls of the trap may
signi�cantly exceed ones predicted by theory !���"� One possible way to explain this discrepancy is to
take into account properties of Fomblin which coats the walls of the vessels !�"� In this connection we
study an explicitly solvable scattering problem considering the coating as a random ensemble of point
scatterers� We suppose the position of scatterers to be �xed� but the strength of the corresponding zero�
range potentials are identically distributed random variables with the Lorentzian �Caushy� distribution

f�t� #
�

�

�

�t� �� & ��
� Here ������� is the scattering length� ��� is the scale parameter� Using

the supersymmetric trick !�" we show that the Fermi pseudopotential u� in the considered case is
u� # ��nl�� & i�l��� where n is the density of the scatterers� The imaginary term i�l is responsible
for the energy loss in the neutron vessel� On the other hand� according to !�"� a small imaginary term
of order kl� where k is the wave vector of the neutron� is present in u� and this contradicts to the
expression for u� given in !�"� We show that the approach of !�" is valid if one can de�ne the scattering
parameters separately at each �xed quasimomentum of the Bloch�Floquet decomposition over the
Brillouin zone of the periodic layer�

The authors are grateful to S� Albeverio� A� L� Barabanov� R� Golub� and E� Korobkina for useful
discussions and comments� The paper is supported by grants of DFG and INTAS�
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Ray tracing methods are relatively e�cient for calculating links parameters in cellular mobile
communication� These methods are known as high frequency solution for the Maxwell equations�
According to these methods electromagnetic rays are traced on interaction with obstacles which cause
re�ections and di�ractions to the waves and then sum up the individual contributions� In these meth�
ods and similar approach for calculating the received �elds in the mobile base station� the Coe�cients
of re�ection and di�raction are important keys in evaluation the path loss and path delay introduced
by obstacles� Even though up to now many researchers tried to modify these coe�cients for better
estimation� but most of these modi�cations tend toward di�raction coe�cient� It can argue that the
re�ection coe�cient is more important parameter than di�raction coe�cient� Since the re�ected �elds
not only are the dominant terms in at the receiver but they are stronger than the di�racted waves in
the direct� re�ect and shadow regions� In the other hands as we know most of the mobile paths consist
of irregular buildings in the urban environment and the walls of these buildings are inhomogeneous
layers� Therefore using the Fresnel re�ection coe�cient in such environment is not a good choice and
therefore new approach needs to be considered� One of these methods are Riccati equations which
relay on solving the nonlinear di�erential equation as will be explained in this paper�

Also re�ection coe�cient is the main input to the di�raction coe�cient therefore path loss cal�
culation accuracy relay to high degree on it especially in UTD methods� Therefore in this paper we
attempt to modify the re�ection coe�cients by solving the Riccati equations in order to be able to
calculate the path loss in mobile communication in the urban environment�

In doing so the re�ection coe�cient for inhomogeneous medium soled and compared with mea�
surements� The results show good agreement with measurements as compare with Fresnel coe�cient
especially in the phase� So with this new method path loss and path delay can be estimated to better
degree�
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The principle of least time� also known as Fermat�s principle or the shortest optical path principle�
was discovered by French mathematician Pierre de Fermat in about ���
� This simple and general
principle proved to be of exceptional heuristic and philosophical value� and it materially in�uenced
the subsequent development of mathematics� mechanics� optics� and other branches of physics� In
modern formulation� Fermat�s principle states that the value of the optical path length between any
two points is stationary on an actual ray� For nondispersive waves� travel time is proportional to the
optical path length and therefore is also stationary on an actual ray� The principle is of particular
importance for acoustic tomography because it allows one to neglect perturbations in ray geometry
when performing a linear inversion of acoustic travel times for sound speed variations�

Derivations of Fermat�s principle available in the literature apply to neither acoustic waves in
medium with time�dependent sound speed nor other waves in the �uid with nonstationary parameters�
Moreover� the very formulation of the principle in this case is not obvious as travel time along a trial
ray ceases to be a single�valued functional of the trial ray geometry�
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In this paper� Fermat�s principle is extended to nonstationary media that support waves with
frequency�independent velocity� The approach used to prove the stationarity of travel times with
respect to deformation of the actual ray trajectory is based on a comparison of the rays that follow
from the variational principle and from the eikonal equation� Inhomogeneous� moving� and anisotropic
media are considered� The identities that relate phase and group velocities and their derivatives in
general anisotropic� inhomogeneous� nonstationary media are established� It is shown that not only
the travel time� but the eikonal as well� is stationary on the actual ray in media with time�dependent
parameters if all trial rays are required to arrive at the receiver simultaneously�

Another approach is developed to extend the results to certain dispersive waves� The approach
allows one to formulate and prove the stationarity of travel time on the actual ray in time�dependent
environments for a class of wave dispersion laws that includes a power�law dependence of the phase
velocity on wave frequency�

Some corollaries and applications of Fermat�s principle in nonstationary media are discussed brie�y�

Waves in almost
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applications to ocean remote sensing
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In the upper tens to few hundred meters of clay and silt marine sediments with high porosity�
the shear wave velocity is much smaller than the compressional wave velocity� The shear velocity has
very large gradients close to the ocean �oor leading to strong P�SV coupling in such �soft� sediments�
The combination of small shear rigidity and strong gradients leads to a number of unexpected wave
phenomena�

One such phenomenon is the resonance structure of the spectrum of ambient seismo�acoustic noise�
The spectrum of the horizontal component of seabed velocity shows several prominent peaks in the
frequency domain whereas the spectra of both the acoustic pressure and the vertical component of
seabed velocity show very weak or nonexistent features at the same frequencies� Another interesting
phenomenon is the existence of slow interface waves at the ocean�sediment boundary and their disper�
sion curves� Observation of ambient noise resonances and measurement of interface wave dispersion
provide valuable insights into the shear properties of sur�cial marine sediments that are di�cult to
determine by other means�

To understand the experimentally observed phenomena� a theory of elastic wave propagation in
continuously�strati�ed soft sediments has been developed that fully accounts for the P�SV coupling and
singularities associated with vanishing shear velocity� It is shown that elastic waves in soft sediments
consist of �fast� waves propagating with velocities close to the compressional velocity and �slow� waves
propagating with velocities on the order of the shear velocity� For the slow waves� the theory predicts
existence of surface waves at the ocean�sediment boundary� An explicit� exact solution is obtained for
the surface waves in the case of linear increase of shear rigidity with depth �i�e� a square�root shear
speed pro�le�� Asymptotic and perturbation techniques are used to extend the result to more general
environments� In the case of the ambient noise features� a uniform asymptotic expansion is obtained
that accurately predicts frequencies of the resonances�

Measurements of ambient noise resonances can be easily inverted for the thickness of the layer of
soft sediments and an estimate of the shear speed pro�le� The speed of vertically�polarized interface
waves is found to be sensitive to sediment density and shear rigidity� Theoretical dispersion relations
agree well with available experimental data and are shown to lead to a simple and robust inversion of
shear�speed pro�les in the sediment from interface wave travel times�
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The standard and elegant Hermite�Gaussian� Laguerre�Gaussian� and Ince�Gaussian beams con�
stitute the three orthogonal and biorthogonal� respectively� complete families of paraxial solutions
for the scalar Helmholtz equation� The elegant solutions di�er from the standard solutions in that
the former contain polynomials with a complex argument but coinciding with that of the Gaussian
function� whereas in the latter the argument is real !���"�

As other solutions to satisfy the paraxial wave equation� Pratesi and Ronchi in Ref� !�" and� Wun�
sche in Ref� !" have presented independently the generalized Hermite�Gaussian beams �gHBs� and
generalized Laguerre�Gaussian beams �gLGBs� in which the argument of the polynomials is generally
complex� The standard Gaussian beams and elegant Gaussian beams are particular cases of these
generalized solutions�

In this work we introduce the generalized Ince�Gaussian beams �gIGBs� that form the third family
of exact generalized solutions of the paraxial wave equation� The transverse distribution of these �elds
is described by Ince polynomials� with a generally complex argument !	��
"� The gIGBs are not the
solution of a Hermitian operator at an arbitrary z plane� We derived the adjoint operator and the
adjoint eigenfuncitons� The gIGBs form a complete biorthogonal set with their adjoin eigenfunctions�
therefore� any paraxial �eld can be described as a superposition of gIGBs with the appropriate weight�
ing and phase factors� The gHGBs and gLGBs correspond to limiting cases of the gIGBs when the
ellipticity parameter tends to in�nity or to zero� respectively� The gIGBs include the conventional and
elegant Ince�Gaussian beams as particular cases when the parameters� which appear in the expression
for the gIGBs� are chosen adequately� The expansion formulas among the three generalized families
are also derived�
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Laser beams are commonly studied within the framework of the scalar and paraxial approximations
of the wave equation� Hermite�Gauss� Laguerre�Gauss� and Ince�Gauss beams constitute the three
fundamental and orthogonal families of paraxial solutions of the scalar wave equation !���"� Localized
beam solutions have been also constructed as the product of a complex amplitude depending on the
propagation coordinate� a fundamental Gaussian beam� and a complex scaled version of the transverse
shape of a nondi�racting beam !���"� For most applications which do not involve the polarization
properties of beams� the scalar framework is quite adequate� However� for polarization�dependent
applications knowledge of the vector beam solutions is essential�

The problem of �nding vector paraxial solutions of Maxwell equations has been treated by several
authors !��"� In this work we reconsider this fundamental issue and show that vector paraxial wave
equation admits two new and general TM and TE localized vector�beam solutions that can be expected
to be particularly important when the polarization of the �eld is of major concern� These solutions
constitute the vector generalization of the scalar Helmholtz�Gauss beams introduced in Refs� !���"�
We apply the separation of variables method to obtain the transverse and longitudinal components of
the paraxial electric and magnetic propagating �elds� Under the appropriate limits� vector Helmholtz�
Gauss beams reduce to the special cases of scalar Helmholtz�Gauss beams !���"� nondi�racting vector
Bessel beams !�"� vector Bessel�Gauss beams !"� and TE and TM modes supported by dielectric waveg�
uides !	"� The general expressions are used to describe explicitly for the �rst time to our knowledge
the polarization and propagation characteristics of vector Mathieu�Gauss and vector Parabolic�Gauss
beams� The conditions for the validity of the paraxial approximation are also discussed�
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New integrable versions of sin
Gordon�s types equations
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Lax pairs for the series of new versions of sin�Gordon�s types equations are proposed� Radial�
symmetrical equation� radial�symmetrical equation with dissipation and some others are among them�
The exact solutions of some of them are constructed with usage of the Darboux Transformation
method�
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It is well known that electronic instrumentations� i�e� Ammeter� Potential�meter� have been used
for years to measure electrochemical properties of metallic electrodes in aqueous solutions� One of the
disadvantages of using electronic instruments for the measurement of electrochemical properties is the
invasive nature of those instruments to the electrochemical systems of the metallic electrodes in aqueous
solutions� In recent work published elsewhere� it has been shown that laser optical interferometry can
be used as an optical transducer to characterize the electromagnetic �eld� i�e�� phase and amplitude of
the re�ected light waves of a surface of a metallic electrode moving further away from the light source�
which develops as a result of the electron conduction in metallic electrodes in aqueous solutions due
to the anodic reaction� corrosion processes� between the electrodes and the aqueous solutions� The
characterization of such electromagnetic �eld �phase and amplitude of the re�ected light waves of a
surface� and a mathematical correlation of the electromagnetic �eld to any electrochemical properties�
i�e�� corrosion current density� double layer capacitance� alternating current impedance� and so on�
would lead to the measurement of the electrochemical properties by optical interferometry� by the
non�invasive method�

In the present work� the corrosion current density of a low carbon steel� a pure aluminum� a
stainless steel� a Copper�Nickel alloy were obtained in �M NaOH� �M KCl� �M NaCl� �M H�SO�

solutions� respectively� The obtained corrosion data from the optical interferometry technique� as
a zero resistance Ammeter were compared with corrosion data obtained on the same alloys in the
speci�ed solutions from an electronic zero resistance�Ammeter as well as from the linear polarization
method� The comparison among the three techniques indicates that there is a contrast in the results
among the investigated alloys� In general� the results of the optical interferometry were found to fall
in between the corrosion values of the zero resistance ammeter and the linear polarization method�
because the technique works based in the electromagnetic principle� with the absent of electronic
noise� As a result� the optical interferometry can be considered as a useful zero resistance�Ammeter
for measuring the corrosion current density of metallic electrodes in aqueous solutions at the open
circuit potential of the electrodes in the aqueous solutions�

Application of velocity dispersion curves to the determination of
critical thickness for rayleigh wave excitation in thin �lms

Z� Hadjoub� I� Touati� A� Doghmane

Laboratoire des Semi�Conducteurs� D�epartement de Physique�
Facult�e des Sciences� Universit�e Badji�Mokhtar�
BP ��� Annaba� DZ���


� Algeria
e�mail� z hadjoub�yahoo�fr

Velocity dispersion curves� representing the variation of wave mode velocity� V � with �lm thickness�
d� and wavelength� �T � are usually plotted as V versus normalized thickness� d��T � where �T is the
wavelength of transverse waves� Depending on the acoustic properties of the �lm relative to those of the
substrate� the wave velocity increases �sti�ness e�ect� or decreases �loading e�ect� with the ratio d��T �
In this work� we consider the loading e�ect for rapid materials when wave velocity in the �lm material
is smaller than the corresponding wave velocity in the substrate material and chose the lowest mode
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known as Rayleigh mode� The calculation procedure for each normalized �lm thickness �ranging from

 to �� consisted of �i� calculating V �z� signatures from Sheppard and Wilson formula� �ii� analyzing
such signatures via fast Fourier transform and �iii� deducing propagating Rayleigh velocities� This
investigation was carried out on several thin materials� SiC� AlN� Si�N�� Al�O�� TiN� MgO� Zn� Mg�
W� Cr� � � � with ���� m�s 	 VR 	 ��
 m�s on a fast substrate of Be with VR # ��� m�s� The
usual dispersion curves of slow on fast systems were obtained� at d��T # 
� the deduced curves start
from the velocity of leaky Rayleigh waves on the Be substrate� and as d��T # � increases the velocity
decreases to asymptotically approach the velocity of leaky Rayleigh waves of each layer material�
However� it was found that the critical normalized thickness� �d��T�crit� at which the transition from
the initial decrease to the �nal saturation of the dispersion curves occurs di�er from one layer to the
other� Therefore� to establish a general relation describing such a behavior� we de�ned an acoustic
parameter describing the ratio of the velocities and densities of the �lms and the substrate such that
� # �Vf�Vs����f��s�� Hence� a plot of �d��T�crit versus � led to a straight line dependence of the form�

�d��T�crit # ���� ����� # ���� �����Vf�Vs����f��s��

The importance of such a formula lies in its universality� its applicability to a great number of materials
in order to di�erentiate between the acoustic properties of the layer and those mixed with the substrate�

Dark �eld scanning acoustic microscopy investigations of
surface acoustic wave propagation in solid materials

Z� Hadjoub� S� Bouhedja� I� Hadjoub� A� Doghmane

Laboratoire des Semi�Conducteurs� D�epartement de Physique�
Facult�e des Sciences� Universit�e Badji�Mokhtar�
Annaba� BP��� DZ���
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Recent studies based on the suppression of certain surface acoustic wave propagating modes were
reported in order to show� qualitatively� the variations of fundamental parameters characterising ma�
terials elastic properties� In this quantitative work� we suppressed the central beam of an acoustic lens
to obtain a dark �eld� in the scanning acoustic microscopy� SAM� technique� Hence� by placing suc�
cessive absorbing stops of di�erent diameters� we calculated acoustic materials signatures� V �z� from
Sheppard and Wilson formula� using corresponding �ltered re�ectance functions for annular lenses�
Normal operating conditions of a conventional SAM were chosen� a lens half�opening angle of �
�� wa�
ter as coupling liquid and operating frequency� f � of ��� MHz to �

 MHz� Such a method is applied to
several materials �Be� SiC� AlN� Si�N�� Si� SiO�� quartz� duraluminium� Al� Heavy �int� representing
heavy and light as well as rapid and medium materials characterised by Rayleigh velocities varying
from ���
 m�s to ��
 m�s� To enrich this investigation we used two methods� analytical and spectral�
which gave identical results� We also carried out a complete investigation not only on the behaviour of
V �z� curves �period and damping�� but also on relative errors as a function of occulted angles� It was
shown as the dark spot increases the periods in V �z� curves increase to �nally completely disappear
for large stop diameters� From the V �z� curves� we were able to determine Rayleigh wave attenua�
tion� �� from the exponentially decaying V �z� free interference curves obtained with annular lenses�
The dependence of such coe�cients on Rayleigh velocities� VR� as well as on operating frequencies
were then investigated to establish a useful empirical relation between these parameters of the form�
$��$f # ���� 
 �
��VR � ���	� This formula� which can be applied to several materials �knowing
their VR�� establishes the interdependence between three important acoustic parameters� frequency�
attenuation and SAW velocities�
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Complex rays in Minkowski space

Elman Hasanov
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A new geometrical theory of complex rays based on three dimensional Minkowski space has been
developed� It is shown that the solutions of the classical eikonal equation

�OS�� # � ���

subject to the initial condition S �x� y� 
� # � �x� y� where � �x� y� is twice continuously di�eren�
tiable function� can be considered as rays in the three dimensional Minkowski space with a signa�
ture �&������ If � �x� y� is real valued� then ray is called real if � � ��x � ��y 
 
 and complex if
� � ��x � ��y 	 
� The real rays lay in the light cone and the complex rays lay outside of the light
cone� so complex rays� as real ones� may have quite de�nite direction in the mentioned space� In
this interpretation� solving eikonal equation has quit simple geometric meaning� it is drawing normals
to the initial surface in the Minkowski space� Therefore� caustic surfaces are the locus of the focal
points of � �x� y� in the sense of the inde�nite metrics of Minkowski space� This allows as immediately
write out not only the equation for caustic surface via the function � �x� y� � but also to solve inverse
problem� i�e� to determine � �x� y� by the given caustic surface by using simple algebra� If the function
� �x� y� is complex valued� � �x� y� # u �x� y� & iv �x� y� � then �� ��x���y # �� u�x� u�x & v�x & v�y still
is real� and we say that ray is real if �� ��x � ��y 
 
 and complex otherwise� In contrast to the real
case� in the case of complex � �x� y� � complex rays may have real components and real rays may have
complex components� As in the real case� we can formally de�ne Minkowski normals to the complex
valued � �x� y� and via this determine complex radii of curvature and complex caustics� The developed
approach is applied to the Gaussian shape beams� In this case � �x� y� # iv �x� y� �v �x� y� 
 
� and
�� ��x � ��y # � & v�x & v�y 
 
� so the Gaussian shape beam propagating in the direction e # �
� 
� ��
corresponds to real rays with complex components� In order to get the standard Gaussian beam with
�waist� R� one may set � �x� y� #

p
x� & y� �R� which represents a pseudosphere of imaginary radius

iR if x� & y� 
 R� and a pseudosphere of radius R otherwise� So the Gaussian beam of �waist� R

has simple geometric meaning which illuminates its ray structure� it is normals to the pseudospheres
in Minkowski space� moreover the normals to the pseudosphere of radius R represents real rays and
and and the normals to the pseudusphere of radius iR represents the complex rays� i�e� the di�racted
part of the propagation� The corresponding solution of ��� is

S #

q
x� & y� & �z & iR��

which is known in the literature as a complex distance� Then the �eld

u �x� y� z� #
�

R� iz
eikS

paraxially represents the Gaussian beam propagating in the direction of the z�axis� The Gaussian
beams can be generalized somehow to solve the di�raction problem for Gaussian shaped beams in the
plane z # 
� if one sets � �x� y� # ax& by & iv �x� y� � It can be shown�that the corresponding solution
represents the Gaussian shape beam� propagating in the direction e # �a� b� �� if v �x� y� # f �ay � bx� �
and f 
 
 is any function satisfying

f �� �ay � bx� 

a� & b� � �

a� & b�
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In this paper we present experimental results on the �eld distributions obtained when ordered
arrays of equal zero�order Bessel beams are superimposed� Depending on the propagation angle�
position and relative phase of interfering beams the resultant �eld can be considered as propagation
invariant or not� Numerical simulation supports the experimental observations�

Zero�order Bessel beams can be produced using an annular slit and a positive lens or using an
axicon� In this work we used both conditions in order to have di�erent angles between the beams�
the �rst condition produced paralel beams� the second condition produced beams that interfere with
some angle�

In order to obtain the set of Bessel beams� whose position and relative phase were controlled
independently� we used two coupled Michelson interferometers� The resultant system allowed obtaining
four independent beams with the same intensity at the output of the interferometer� This output was
used to illuminate the annular mask or the axicon where the number of beams� position� angle and
relative phases could be adjusted at will� The interference of up to four Bessel beams could be analyzed
with the same system�

Initially� we analyzed the case of parallel co�propagation of the interfering beams� No matter the
number of beams� as expected the interference resulting pattern always was propagation invariant� In
the case when two beams interfered� the resultant pattern showed a family of ellipses and hyperbolae
that intersect perpendicularly� More complicated distributions were obtained when the number of
interfering beams was increased� where the positions of the beams were not concentric� In this case
when the four beams interfered the resultant intensity pattern exhibited square or circular symmetry�
depending on the position and relative phase between the beams�

In the case when the axicon was used to generate the Bessel beams� the resultant interference
pattern was not propagation invariant� The reason for this was that the propagation axis of the
beams were not parallel� When just two beams were superimposed the output pattern did not exhibit
the ellipses and hyperbolas observed in the case of parallel propagation and the distribution changed
as the propagation distance increased�

Due to the variety of patterns obtained by the superposition of Bessel� we think that these distri�
butions can be used for example in manipulation of micro�particles or in testing of optical elements�
In conclusion� we have presented an experimental and numerical study of the patterns obtained by the
superposition of several zero�order Bessel beams and veri�ed that propagation invariant distributions
are obtained when parallel beams are used�

Noncommutative nano
 and micro
structures in resonance wave channels

Mikhail Karasev

Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics� Russia

We discuss quantum �noncommutative� e�ects which accompany the classical wave propagation
in resonance channels� Nano� and micro� zone structure� the adiabatics� tunneling� trapping are
considered� Some details around these topics can be found in the author�s paper� arXiv� math�
QA�
������� Part II�

This work was supported by INTAS grant 
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Resonance magneto
atoms and algebras
with non
Lie commutation relations

M� Karasev

Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics� Russia

We consider a model of the so�called arti�cial ��dimensional atom� which is just a central dot
surrounded by electrons� We insert an additional homogeneous magnetic �eld to this model and
analyse the structure of the spectrum� We observe algebras with non�Lie commutation relations
whose irreducible representations control the splitting of the energy levels of such a magneto�atom
under perturbations� Using the hypergeometric Kaehlerian structures and coherent states we calculate
these representations and derive a model equation which determines the leading corrections to the
spectrum� This equation is explicitely resolved for excited energy levels by the global semiclassical
technique�

This work was partially supported by the INTAS grant 
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Radiation of seismic waves from a source in a �uid
�lled
borehole surrounded by in�nite poroelastic medium

B� Kashtan� A� Bakulin� S� Ziatdinov� S� Golovnina

St�Petersburg� Russia

The paper focuses on deriving a far��eld seismic radiation of body waves into surrounding poroelas�
tic medium from �uid��lled borehole in�low frequency approximation� Tube waves propagating along
a borehole for di�erent types of interface conditions are also described� Far��eld radiation pattern of
a point pressure source is derived based on steepest descent method�

Theory and results� Seismic sources inside a �uid��lled borehole are used extensively in seismic
exploration� These sources are used for vertical seismic pro�ling and cross�well tomography� Mathe�
matical treatment of such problem for elastic �non�porous� surrounding medium is given by Lee and
Balch ��	��� To describe the in�uence of a borehole Ben�Menahem and Kostek ��		�� introduced a
concept of e�ective seismic source that radiates the same wave�eld �in far zone� in unbounded medium
without borehole as the actual seismic source does in a presence of the well� In addition to the pattern
diagram the propagating tube waves inside the hole sometimes generate very high amplitude body
waves �Parrot� �	
��

We describe in�uence of permeability and porosity of surrounding medium on body wave radiation
patterns using far��eld approximation� We also describe tube waves propagating along the borehole�

The analysis of acoustic wave propagation in �uid��lled porous media is based on Biot theory�
Constitutive relations� the balance equation and generalized Darcy law of the modi�ed Biot theory
yield a coupled system of di�erential equations which describe the wave propagation in surrounded
medium �Parra� �		��� The solution of the problem is constructed in the form of repeated integrals�
the outer integral is along the frequency� the inner integral is along vertical wavenumber� The two
di�erent types of boundary conditions are considered �open and closed pores�� The dispersion equation
of the problem is analyzed in low�frequency seismic regime� The tube�wave �eld is described as residual
of dispersion equation in the low�frequency approximation�

Radiation patterns of fast and slow compressional fast and shear body waves are described using
steepest descent method� The contours of steepest descent for phase functions are numerically con�
structed for di�erent types of waves� Radiation patterns are computed in the far��eld approximation
for point pressure source�

Radiation patterns for fast and slow compressional and shear waves are presented for di�erent
values of permeability and porosity of surrounded poroelastic medium�

The asymptotical results are compared with the �nite di�erence computations� The comparison
shows the wide validity of the approximate results for seismic applications�
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Additional components of the Rayleigh wave
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In our work we present the solution of the Rayleigh wave problem in the homogeneous isotropic half
space� Unlike classical solution of the Rayleigh problem� solution� given in !�"� has the additional shear
components of Rayleigh wave displacement vector that are more low�frequency than main components
of Rayleigh wave� That�s why� this low�frequency waves could be considered as additional in the terms
of ray�method� The purpose of our work is to show the fact that the solution presented in !�" of the
isotropic elastic equations for the halfspace is an asymptotic estimation of a well�known solution for
wave�eld� excited by tangent force applied to the free surface of the elastic halfspace�

We pick out the wave�eld of Rayleigh wave from the analytic solution� This solution contains
longitudinal and shear components and we compare this asymptotic solution with full solution from !�"�

Basing on analytical solution� we can say that radial part Rayleigh wave displacement vector
contains main and additional components� Additional component is one order less in frequency and
one order more damped with distance than the main� At the time the amplitude of azimuth part of
Rayleigh wave displacement vector fully coincide with additional component of radial part�

This work was supported by the grants 
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 and the grant of Ministry of Education RF
�subprogram �Development of Scienti�c Potential of High School�� '����
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elastic parameters by iterative approach
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The results of numerical simulation on restoration of electrical conductivity and elastic parameters
�Lame parameters and mass density� of the local inhomogeneities correspondingly with the help of
electromagnetic and elastic sounding signals are considered�

The direct problems for the Maxwell and Lame equations are solved by the �nite di�erence method�
Restoration of the desired parameters is implemented by the di�raction tomography method in the
time domain !�"� !�" using the �rst�order Born approximation�

We consider restoration of the inhomogeneity parameters with the help of the iterative procedure�
Each step of the iterative procedure includes solution of the direct problem and correction of the
desired parameters by the di�raction tomography method� For this purpose the algebraic methods
with consequent regularisation schemes are used�

Restoration of the electrical conductivity is studied in the low frequency case� Main attention is
given to study of convergence and accuracy of the considered algorithms�
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For periodic electromagnetic processes in homogeneous� isotropic and neutral medium with con�
stant or time�dependent conductivity and dielectric and magnetic ��� permittivity one can obtain the
following representation of average wave lagranjian on vector�function E�r� t� �the solution of wave
equation�
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where �� # ���T � T is period� Reactive powers �actions� Q # � R
V

dv -Lw �r� of objects of ideal

electromagnetic oscillator are positive for inductance and negative for capacitance� We can consider
electromagnetic �eld in the volume of oscillator as simple harmonic standing wave� Surfaces -Lw �r� #

 separate areas of strength bulges of electric and magnetic �elds� where -Lw �r� 
 
 corresponds
capacitance and -Lw �r� 	 
 corresponds inductance� Therefore we can use space functions Lw �r� t�
or -Lw �r� for detection of space structures �Lagrange structures� of electromagnetic �eld� which are
similar to standing waves structures�

Each physical characteristic help detect some physical phenomena� which are invisible while using
other characteristics� Thus lagranjian and Lagrange structures help to detect some new special angles
of incidence in addition to limiting angle of perfect re�ection �r # arcsin���n��� and angle of Bruster

�B # arcsin



�
�p

n��� & �
�

when dealing with re�ection of plane monochromatic wave problem�

Next notations are used in our case� the plane yz is a plane of incidence the plane xz is a plane
separating medium � �with incident and re�ecting waves� y 	 
� and medium � �with refracted wave�
y 
 
� �� � are dielectric constants n�� #

p
��� is relative coe�cient of refraction ��� # �� # �� 

� is the angle of incidence�
If n�� 
 � and � 
 �r there exists the angle of appearance of a new layer in Lagrange structure

�Fig� ��
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Here sign �&� is used when 
 � � 	 ���� and sign ��� � when ��� � � 	 ���� For H�
wave �� # 
� �n # �H� and for E�wave �� # ���� �n # �E �Fig� ��� Lagrange structure in
medium � don�t exist -Lw �y 	 
� � 
� when ��� � � 	 ��� and angle of incidence is equal to

��� # arcsin

s�
n��� & ��

q�
n��� & �

�� � �n��� sin� ��

	
�n��� sin� �� �Fig� ��� For E�wave� �� # �B�

When � � !arctg���n���� arctg�n���" there exists the angle of incidence ��� #

arcsin
q

�
���

n��� & �
�

cos� �
�
� for which -Lw �y 
 
� � 
� If � # arctg���n���� then ��� # �r and

if � # arctg�n���� then ��� # ����

The following angle of incidence may be of interest �c # arcsin
q

�
��
n��� & cos ��

�
� for which

lagranjian is uninterrupted $-Lw ��c� �� y # 
� # -Lw ��c� �� y # 
�� � -Lw ��c� �� y # 
&� # 
 on
the medium separating plane� This angle exists if ��� � � � arcsin

�
min

�
n��
�p

�� �
��

� When � #

arcsin
�
min

�
n��
�p

�� �
��

� �c # ��� and if � # ��� then �c # �r�

The heat source on the matrix space

S� Khekalo

Saint�Petersburg department of Steklov�s Mathematical Institute� Russia

e�mail� khekalo�pdmi�ras�ru

�� The heat source� Let Vm be a cone of positive de�ned real symmetrical m �m�matrices 
Mn�m be a space of real rectangular n�m�matrices �n � m � �� tr� det be signs of the trace and
the determinant of a matrix � � be signs of the convolution and the transpose correspondingly�

Definition � ������ The function

ha�x� #
�

����nm�� �det a�n��
e�

�
�
tr	a�� �xx
� a � Vm� x �Mn�m

is called the heat source on the space Vm �Mn�m�
Theorem ��The heat source satis
es conditions�

ha�x� � 
 ha  hb�x� # ha�b�x� Z
Mn�m

ha�x�dx # � lim
a��

Z
�xx�b

ha�x�dx # 
� b � Vm�

Corollary�In the sense of generalised functions we have the equality

lim
a��

ha�x� # ��x�

where � is the Dirac delta�function on the Mn�m�

�� The heat operators on the Vm �Mn�m� For j� k� s # �� ���� m let

Dk # det

�
B�

���a�� 
 
 
 �
����a�k

���
� � �

���
�
����a�k 
 
 
 ���akk

�
CA

and

$k # det

�
�

����� 
 
 
 ����k
���

� � �
���

��k�� 
 
 
 ��k�k

�
A � ��s�j #

nX
l��

��

�xsl�xlj
�

are generate elements of the Gindikin and the Cayley�Laplace semigroups of linear di�erential opera�
tors correspondingly !�"�!�"�
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We denote by
Dp # Dp�

� ���Dpm
m  $p # $p�

� ���$
pm
m � pj � Z��

Definition �� The linear di�erential operator

Hp # Dp � $p

is called the heat operator on the Vm �Mn�m�
Example� For m # � and p� # � the operator Hp is the classical heat operator on the R��Rn �

Hpjm���p���
#

�

�a��
� ��

�x���
� ���� ��

�x��n

Theorem �� The heat source ha�x� is the solution of the homogeneous heat equation Hpha�x� # 
�
�� Homogeneity of the heat operator� Let O�n� be a group of ortogonal n � n�matrices

and T�
m be a group of lower triangular m�m�matrices�

The group of transformations g��� ��� � � O�n�� � � T�
m � acts on the space Vm �Mn�m by the

rule

g��� ��

�
a

x

	
#

� �� 


 �

	�
a

x

	
��

Theorem �� The heat operator Hp is homogeneous to the action of the group of transformations
g��� �� on the Vm �Mn�m �

Hp!gf "�a� x� #

�
mY
k��

��������kk�
pk

�
Hp!f "� ��a�� �x��

where gf�a� x� # f� ��a�� �x���
�� The existence theorem� Let f�x� be a bounded smooth function on the Mn�m� We de�ne

the Poisson integral on the Vm �Mn�m by the equality

�Wa f� �x� #

Z
Mn�m

ha�x� y�f�y�dy�

It is clear� that the maximum principle

inf
Mn�m

f�x� � �Wa f� �x� � sup
Mn�m

f�x�

and the semigroup property
�Wa �Wb f�� �x� # �Wa�b f� �x�

are executed�
Theorem 	� The function u�a� x� # �Wa f��x� is the solution of the heat equation Hpu�a� x� # 


on the Vm �Mn�m with the initial heat radiation

u�
� x� � lim
a��

u�a� x� # f�x�

in the vertex of the cone Vm�
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Di�raction by a corrugated interface� the regularities of
complete transformation of an incident plane wave to the
di�raction lobe with in�uence of pro�le corrugation form

E� V� Koposova� S� N� Vlasov

Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences� Nizhny Novgorod�
��� Ulyanov str� Nizhny Novgorod� �
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� Russia
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We present the results of a study of the regimes of complete transformation of a plane wave
to the di�raction lobe when the wave is incident on a corrugated metal surface or a corrugated
boundary of two dielectric media� The purpose is to study the in�uence of the corrugation pro�le
form� and also the present of losses in the material to the regularities of complete transformation
regimes� For study of in�uence of pro�les the series of various pro�les distinguished from a sinusoid by
a breadth of a resonance region and presence of the additional elements in it undertakes� The pro�les
having conjugate resonance regions with a scale about a wavelength are considered� on which owing
to interaction of waves it is possible to guess existence of qualitative new conditions of a di�raction
in relation to observed on a sinusoid� and also pro�le containing small�scale deviations� which it is
possible to suppose by a model of a really produced gratings� For study of in�uence of losses the
permittivity in the task of scattering on the corrugated boundary of dielectrics is put complex� The
comparative analysis of results obtained in the previous paper of the authors for the sinusoidal form
and without losses !�" is carried out� The tactics of purposeful numerically � intuitive searching of the
form of the pro�le with possibilities of complete not�autocollimation transformation in a wide band of
parameters under conditions� at which on the sine pro�le the complete transformation is possible only
in a condition of an autocollimation is demonstrated� A numerical�intuitive pattern of appearance and
evolution of fully�re�ection regimes is revealed� The common regularities and in�uence of the pro�le
to a condition of an enlightenment of normally incident waves on a corrugated dielectric surface are
explored�

The examination is based on a numerical method of solving the integral equation !���" by means
of a specially created interactive processing system in Visual Fortran ���B� The program has graphics
friendly interface which is designed for Windows !�"� It allows the man to interfere with evaluations
process for modi�cation� changing of parameters during calculations according to intuitive represen�
tations�
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On stability of a charge topological soliton in
the system of two interacting scalar �elds
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A brief presentation of some results of !�" on statement and analytical�numerical study of a self�
adjoint singular spectral problem for a system of three linear second�order ordinary di�erential equa�
tions �ODEs� de�ned on the entire real axis is given� The spectral parameter enters ODEs in a non�
linear way forming quadratic operator Hermitian pencil� The problem arises in the stability analysis
�using linear perturbation theory� of the exact regular time�dependent solution in one space dimension
�charged topological soliton� for a system of two nonlinear wave equations the solution was obtained
in !�" for a certain �eld theory model suggested in !�"� The analysis of the spectral problem shows
that the solution is dynamically stable�
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Dynamic behavior of composite piezoelectric actuators

I� D� Kochetkov

Dept� of Applied Mathematics� Institute Economy Communal and Engineering�
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� Moscow� Russia

The theory of laminated piezoelectric actuators constructed by the asymptotic method is used
to study dynamic electroelastic state and optimize the e�ciency of an actuator as energy converter�
An important characteristic of a piezoelectric actuator e�ciency is the electromechanical coupling
coe�cient �EMCC��

It was shown in !���"� that there is the general energy method for determining the EMCC which
is valid for any static and dynamic state� for any electroelastic structure�

As an example the EMCC for cylindrical piezoelectric transducer and three layered piezoelectric
beam are calculated and optimized as a function of di�erent parameters� The EMCC depending on
a size� a shape of electrodes� and thicknesses of elastic and piezoelectric layers is analyzed using the
general energy method�

It is widely believed that the EMCC for dynamic state of any structure is less than the EMCC for
its static state� In this paper it is shown that the EMCC for dynamic behavior can be extended to a
maximum static value due to a special shape of electrodes�
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On the inverse spectral theory for singularly perturbed operators

V� Koshmanenko
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Let A be an unbounded from above self�adjoint operator in a separable Hilbert space H and EA�
�
its spectral measure� We discuss the inverse spectral problem for singular perturbations .A of A � .A and
A coincide on a dense set in H�� We show that for any a � R there exists a singular perturbation .A of
A such that .A and A coincide in the subspace EA���	� a��H and simultaneously .A has an additional
spectral branch on ��	� a� of an arbitrary type� In particular� .A may possess the prescribed spectral
properties in the resolvent set of the operator A on the left from a point a� Moreover� for an arbitrary
self�adjoint operator T in H there exists A such that T is unitary equivalent to a part of A acting in
an appropriate invariant subspace�
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Application of the R
functions method for
solving a mixed inverse di�raction problem
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Application of the R�functions theory !���" for solving the mixed inverse problem of �at electro�
magnetic wave di�raction by a doubly�connected scatterer is considered� Here� we suppose that both
parts of the scatterer are in�nitely long cylinders with perfectly conducting thin surfaces generated by
smooth or piecewise smooth planar closed curves� The incident �eld does not depend on the longitudi�
nal coordinate� Properties of one single arbitrary star�shaped scatterer are known while the geometry
and boundary conditions for another scatterer must be found !�"�

A combined approach is used when on the �rst stage� a far�zone �eld scattered by the �rst body of
arbitrary shape is evaluated on the base of the modi�ed method of discrete sources in combination with
the R�function method !���"� R�operations of conjunction and disjunction are applied for analytical
description of the contour of a star�shaped domain generated by theoretical�set intersection or join
of two or more simple regions� Then this boundary is deformed so that we deal with a �rst�kind
integral equation with di�erent ranges of kernel arguments de�nition instead of the original di�raction
singular integral equation� The �rst�kind integral equation is solved by the collocation technique and
the far�zone �eld scattered by the �rst body is found� On the second stage of the process� the geometry
and boundary conditions for the second scatterer are de�ned using the schemes proposed in !�� �"�

The method presented and justi�ed may be expanded onto the more general case of a multi�
ply connected complex�shaped scatterer with arbitrary boundary conditions on di�erent parts of its
boundary�
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Asymptotic solutions of real symmetric systems with multiplicity
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To construct the asymptotic solution of a system of ordinary di�erential equations with small
parameter h near the derivatives one considers the determinant of its main symbol kQij ��� x�k and
determines the roots of the equation det kQij ��� x�k # 
 with respect to the variables �� � # �j �x��
j # �� � � � � �� Suppose that at the point ��� x� it holds true that�

det kQij ���� x��k # 
� r��x det kQij ���� x��k # 
� but Hess det kQij ��� x�kj���x�
is a nondegenerate matrix� In this case the problem is reduced to the problem of construction of the
asymptotic for the second order system with the main scalar symbol q� ��� x� � r� ��� x� � s� ��� x��
Let �q

�� ���� x�� �# 
� �r�� ���� x�� # 
� �s�� ���� x�� # 
 then the method described in the paper !�" can be
applied to construct the asymptotic solution of the system at a point x�

In the paper !�" the problem of construction of the asymptotic solutions for symmetric hyperbolic
systems of partial di�erential equations with double multiplicity�for example the equation of crystal�
optics� is reduced to the problem of construction of the asymptotic solutions for the model problems�
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��
#
�
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�
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this problems can be reduced to an asymptotic problem of equations with the main scalar symbols
��t � t���� � ��� or ��t � x���

�
� � ��� � The method described in the paper !�" can be applied to solve the

�rst one� The WKB method cannot be applied to construct the asymptotic of the Cauchy problem
of the equation with the main scalar symbol ��t � x���

�
� � ��� at a point �� # 
� x� # 
� By the Laplace

transform this asymptotic problem can be reduced to the asymptotic problem for the stationary
equation of oscillator with oscillating right�hand side� The last problem can be solved using the
nonstationary Schr�odinger equation for oscillator� In the papers !�� �" the solution is represented
through the Fourier integral operators with nonsmooth phases and amplitudes� Our approach allows
to avoid these operators and to obtain the solution through the Maslov�s canonic operator �or Fourier
integral operator� with smooth phase and amplitude functions�
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Damping of whistler modes guided by a lossy anisotropic plasma cylinder
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We consider the propagation of modes guided by an axially magnetized cylindrical plasma channel
with allowance for absorption of electromagnetic energy� The main attention is paid to modes in the
whistler range� The interest in the subject is motivated by the fact that whistler mode waves play
an important role in many applications� ranging from space plasma research to radio�frequency �rf�
plasma sources used in general plasma physics experiments� plasma processing� etc� For some of these
applications� the understanding of the damping mechanisms of modes in the whistler range is crucial�

It follows from our previous studies of the guided propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasma
channels located in a background magnetoplasma that� at whistler frequencies between the lower
hybrid frequency and half the electron gyrofrequency� one should necessarily take into account both
electromagnetic whistler mode waves� also known as helicon waves� and quasi�electrostatic whistler
mode waves �a type of lower hybrid wave�� which are comprised simultaneously in the modal �elds�
in order to correctly determine the properties of guided modes !�� �"� In this work� we apply the
results of the above�mentioned analysis to eigenmodes of a magnetized cold�plasma column located in
free space� Losses in the plasma are accounted for by introducing electron collisions� We determine
the dispersion properties� damping rates� and �eld structures of the eigenmodes and discuss how
these characteristics depend on the collision rate and the plasma distribution inside the column� It is
shown that for a slightly lossy plasma in the column� one can distinguish weakly and strongly damped
eigenmodes whose damping rates are determined by the relative contribution of quasi�electrostatic
waves to the total modal �elds� Moreover� due to the presence of quasi�electrostatic waves� even the
collisional damping of weakly damped eigenmodes turns out to be notably greater than that of a pure
helicon wave in a homogeneous magnetoplasma� It is established that such behavior of the mode
damping rates is typical of bounded helicon discharge plasmas !�"� the wave damping in which has
been widely disputed in recent years !���"� The results obtained are shown to be useful for clari�cation
of the features of the rf power absorption in radially inhomogeneous� collisional magnetized plasma
structures capable of guiding electromagnetic waves�
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Curvilinear wave electrodynamics �CWED� � electrodynamics of
electromagnetic waves� propagating along curvilinear trajectories
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As it is known according to Maxwell�Lorentz electromagnetic �EM� theory in very strong EM �eld
an EM wave can bend its trajectory� We suppose that under some conditions a linear EM wave is
able to twirl and move along the closed curvilinear trajectory� In our researches !�� �" we show that
in matrix forms the equations of such curvilinear waves mathematically fully coincides with quantum
equations� Due to this fact all the optics e�ects of the curvilinear waves �di�raction� interference�
dissipation� birefringence etc�� have parallels in the elementary particle theory and can be described
in operator form of the quantum �eld theory�

The main concurrent both electromagnetic and quantum forms of CWED is the following�
Consider the equation of linear EM wave� propagating along y�direction� in matrix form��

���o��� � c�



�����p
���

% # 
�

where � # i� �
�t �

��p # �i��r are the operators of the energy and momentum correspondingly� ��o� ���
are Dirac matrices� %� #

�
Ex Ez �iHx �iHz

�
is the �conjugate� EM �eld vectors matrix� The

wave equation may be disintegrated on two Dirac�like equations without mass� %�
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� which are� as it is not di�cult to check� the right Maxwell equations of the

linear electromagnetic waves� retarded and advanced�
In case if the EM wave propagates through strong EM �eld �e�g� of a nucleus�� the wave is

twirled and for the time derivation of �elds we have � �E
�t # ��E

�t �n � E ��n
�t # � �

��
�E
�t �n & �

���pE 
 �� �

where �p # mpc�

�
is angular velocity� p # mpc

� is photon energy� mp is some mass� correspond�
ing to the energy p� Thus� from wave equation after the twirling we obtain the Klein�Gordon�

like equation�
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, # 
� where , is EM matrix after twirling� The disintegra�

tion of last equation gives the Dirac�like equations for particle and antiparticle with photon mass�h
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��o�� c�����p

�
� ��mpc

�
i

# 
� where � is EM matrix after

EM wave breaking� As the analysis shows the free term in these equations contain the particle�
antiparticle interaction energy� After the particle�antiparticle removing on large distance we obtainh
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�
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 and ��

h

��o�� c�����p

�
� ��mec

�
i

# 
� which are simultaneously the

Dirac electron equation and EM wave Maxwell equations with imaginary currents� In framework of
CWED ��mec

� # �in� c����pin # �e�in� e��� �Ain� where �in� �pin� describes the energy and momentum
of inner �eld of EM electron�like particle� When we consider the electron�like particle from great
distance� the �eld �in� �pin� works as a mass� and we obtain linear Dirac�like equations� Inside the
electron�like particle the term �in� �pin� is needed for the detailed description of the inner �eld of an
electron�like particle and carries us to non�linear EM equations !�� �"�

In the framework of CWED many experimental results of physics �nd explanation� the charge
conservation law� the di�erence between boson and fermion particles� the neutrality of the Universe�
the existence of particles and antiparticles� the EM twirled wave � particle duality� etc�
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Interaction of focused high
frequency ultrasound with �at interfaces
and plane
parallel objects 
 theory and experimental data

V� M� Levin� Yu� S� Petronyuk

Laboratory of Acoustic Microscopy� Institute of Biochemical Physics� RAS�
� Kosygin St � Moscow� ���	�� Russia
e�mail� vlevin�online�ru

Interaction of focused ultrasound with obstacles includes non�ray phenomena even in the case of
plane objects � plane interfaces or plane�parallel layers and plates� The e�ects are essential when a
plane obstacle is placed nearby the focal region of the ultrasonic probe beam� There two sources of
non�ray e�ects� �� formation of diverse types of near�surface acoustic modes � leaky Rayleigh waves�
lateral �head� waves� leaky guided modes� etc and interference of them with specularly re�ected
radiation �� phase shifts between diverse wave components of the re�ected beam�

A way to study the interaction is receiving the re�ected radiation by the same ultrasonic focusing
system� Its output signal can be employed to get information on the focused beam interaction and
features of local microstructure and properties of the object� The signal is formed as a superposition
of contributions of re�ected beam plane wave components� It is expressed as an integral of the spatial
spectrum of the incident beam� the aperture function of the focused system and fast oscillating phase
multiplicand� Asymptotic methods have been applied to calculate the output signal� Results of the
calculations are compared with experimental data�

Two possible experimental setups have been under investigation depending on angle aperture of
the convergent probe beam�

A high�aperture beam gives rise an echo signal re�ected from the specimen face only re�ection
at internal interfaces and specimen bottom does not give well�shaped impulses because of loosing
convergence by the transmitted ultrasonic beam due to high level of refraction aberrations at the
specimen face� Performed asymptotic calculations reveal formation the specularly re�ected signal as
well as signals caused by excitation of leaky Rayleigh waves� longitudinal and transverse lateral �head�
waves� In the case of the harmonic probe signal interference of these constituents of the re�ected
signal results in speci�c oscillations of the output signal when moving the focusing system towards
the specimen face� The oscillations are employed for measuring local values of sonic wave velocities
along the specimen surface and characterizing surface elasticity properties�

In the case of small aperture the probe beam penetrates into the specimen body keeping its
convergent structure� Besides the front surface echo it generates echo signals re�ected at internal
interfaces and the specimen bottom� To resolve echo pulses ultra short probe signals are employed�
Measuring time intervals between particular echoes makes it possible to determine local values of
bulk elastic mode velocities and elastic moduli with micron resolution� The critical parameter in the
measurement is shape of the echo pulses� It is shown formation of particular pulses is de�ned by
occurrence of stationary points of the fast oscillating phase of the re�ected signal� The stationary
points correspond to formation of focuses� caustics or convergence points by the beam that penetrates
into the specimen body� Number of ray participating in stationary points formation prescribes their
power and speci�c features and� respectively� characteristic shape if particular echo signals� It has
been shown these signals U�t� may be expressed through the spectral component B� of the probe
signal by the formula

U�t� #

Z
d� 
 B�

��

 e�i�t�

where index � is determined by a type of the corresponding stationary point� For isotropic matter
the index is able to take values � # 
 �re�ection from the front surface of the plate�� � �paraxial focal
point inside the specimen body� and ��� �the caustics crosses the plate bottom��
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Catastrophes in sonic wave re�ection at liquid
solid interfaces

V� M� Levin� T� A� Senjushkina

Laboratory of Acoustic Microscopy� Institute of Biochemical Physics� RAS�
� Kosygin St � Moscow� ���	�� Russia
e�mail� vlevin�online�ru

Angle dependence of the re�ection and transmission coe�cients� R and T � describes plane wave
interaction with a �at interface� Experimental data evidence that ultrasound re�ection essentially
changes in going from one pair of contacting media to another� But no attempts have been made
to follow re�ection coe�cient transformation when varying the parameters of contacting media� The
paper contains theoretical analysis of ultrasound re�ection at a liquid � isotropic solid interface� The
angle dependence R��� is controlled by three governing parameters � the density and sonic velocity
ratios� Its general structure is determined by occurrence and positions of special angles � the critical
angles �L and �T � the Rayleigh angle �R� null�re�ection angles and by presence of local maxima and
minima within intervals between these angles�

Generally� successive change of governing parameters induces continuous modi�cation of R����
curves � for an incidence angle � the re�ection coe�cient is continuous function of the governing
parameters� But at several particular angles� � # �L� �R� �T ��� ��� the continuity of R��� breaks
down for some values of the parameters� The function R��� su�ers the catastrophe � the curve
R	���� # R�� ��� for a critical value �� of the parameter � essentially di�ers from curves corresponding
to ordinary values � �# ��� For small deviations of � from �� the curve R�� �� coincides with the
critical curve R	��x� over the whole incidence angle range �
 ����� excluding an immediate vicinity of
the catastrophe point� As � goes to �� the width of the vicinity decreases but the di�erence between
R�theta� �� and R	��x� holds �nite inside the vicinity�

The catastrophes have not been actually observed but transitions from one form of the angle
dependence to another are realized through them� The paper contains classi�cation of possible forms
and ways of their mutual transformation� The classi�cation involves physical interpretation of the re�
�ection coe�cient features on the base of such phenomena as leaky and skimmed waves� null re�ection
and others� The classi�cation can serve for prediction interfacial ultrasonic phenomena for di�erent
pairs of matter� It has been illustrated by R��� curves for distinct liquid � solid pairs�

Propagation of a short pulse in a medium with a resonance relaxation

V� A� Larichev� G� A� Maksimov

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute �State university�� Russia

e�mail� maximov�dpt	��mephi�ru

The new analytical representation of fundamental solution �Green�s function� describing the short
pulse propagation in medium with single process of resonant relaxation is presented� This analytical
solution is based on the generalized local response function of linear media !Acoustical Physics �		�
V���� N �� p��
	����"� It contains well�known Lorentz�s and Debye�s models of relaxing media� like
particular cases� The changing of pulse shape at propagation� described by obtained solution� shows
a variety of forms of pulse propagation and general lows of pulses dynamics beginning from pure
relaxation behavior and up to resonant one when Zommerfeld�s and Brilluin�s precursors could be
observed separately�

The comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental results is represented for the ulra�short
acoustic pulses propagating in �uid with air bubbles�
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E�ects of elastic anisotropy in re�ection of short
pulses of focused ultrasound from uniaxial plates

Yu� S� Petronyuk� V� M� Levin

Laboratory of Acoustic Microscopy� Institute of Biochemical Physics� RAS�
� Kosygin St � Moscow� ���	�� Russia
e�mail� julia�sky�chph�ras�ru

Experimental and theoretical study of interaction of short focused ultrasonic pulses with plane�
parallel objects shows that the signal detected by focused transducer is a series of time�resolved echoes�
which result from re�ection of the probe pulse at the surface and bottom of an object �solid plate� and
propagation of di�erent types of an elastic waves through the plate� Measuring delay times between
the echoes allows �nding values of sonic velocity in the object with estimated accuracy�

Formation of the output re�ected signal has been studied by asymptotic method� Occurrence of
individual echo�pulses is determined by stationary points of the fast oscillating phase of the re�ected
signals� Presence of stationary points in the phase means convergence of a part of ultrasonic rays
penetrated into the specimen body at the back side of the object� Number of the rays� which form
the convergence point� prescribes magnitude and characteristic pro�le of recorded echo�pulses�

In anisotropic plates formation of stationary points of the phase function of re�ected radiation and�
respectively� echo pulses� is determined by group velocity of elastic mode in material of the plate� The
phase velocities of corresponding modes determine the time intervals between the echoes� It has been
shown that type of the stationary points of the phase is prescribed by symmetry of elastic properties
of the plate material� Correspondingly� the echo�pulse shape critically depends on topology of the
elastic slowness surfaces for the plate under investigation�

Analysis of output signal structure and possible pro�les of echo impulses has been performed
for two orientation of transversally isotropic plate� It has been found that in isotropic orientation
�probe focused ultrasonic beam is directed along the C� axis� pro�les of the echo�pulses coincide
with impulse shapes that are characteristic for isotropic plates� and substantially di�er from the pulse
pro�les characteristic for orthogonal orientation of the specimen �probe beam propagates across the C�
axis� The di�erence is caused by di�erence in power of stationary points and in power of corresponding
sets of ultrasonic rays� which are formed convergence points �or in number of the rays when this set
is countable�� Convergence points for isotropic orientation are formed by cones of incident rays� while
convergence points for anisotropic orientation result from crossing individual rays only� Classi�cation
of feasible types of echo pulse shape is given for transversally isotropic materials with convex slowness
surfaces�

Surface plasmon polaritons on thin metal cylinder with oxide coating

E� I� Logacheva� V� S� Makin

Research Institute of Complex Testing of OptoElectronic Devices�
Sosnovy Bor city� Leningrad district� ���
� Russia
P� Kohns

�Diospek�� Honnefer str� ��� D�����	 Bonn� Germany

The existence and propagation of surface electromagnetic waves in cylindrical geometry on thin
metal conductor wire coated by oxide �lms has been considered� The dispersion relation has been
obtained and analyzed for the cases when optically thin cover �lm has metal properties �the plasma
frequency of the �lm is essentially di�er from that of substrate� or dielectric permittivity have real
part of the order �����
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Temperature dependence of metal surface absorptivity

V� S� Makin� Yu� I� Pestov

Research Institute of Complex Testing of OptoElectronic Devices�
Sosnovy Bor city� Leningrad district� ���
� Russia

It is di�cult to obtain an experimental data for a temperature dependence of the metal surface
absorptivity A from the optical surface absorptivity and re�ectivity measurements� In this report the
temperature dependence for A�T � for few high re�ective metals �Au� Pt� Ni� were obtained via the
measurements of temperature dependence of the surface electromagnetic wave �SEW� propagation
lengths in middle IR �� # �
� � mcm�� The di�culties caused by the existence in experiments in
addition to SEW di�racted at grazing angles bulk waves originating from input grating are discussed�

Earlier stages and evolution of laser
induced
material damage in universal polariton model

V� S� Makin� Yu� I� Pestov

Research Institute of Complex Testing of OptoElectronic Devices�
Sosnovy Bor city� Leningrad district� ���
� Russia

The earlier stages of laser�induced damage of condensed matter in framework of universal polariton
model and its evolution dynamics is analyzed and discussed� The consideration is based on the
explanation of published and our own experimental results for binary �InP� InSb� and elemental �Si�
Ge� semiconductors� The consideration is nearly restricted by the evolution from excited waveguide
modes to surface polaritons interference with incident radiation followed by formation of resonant
ordered surface structures and enlarged thin melted layer surface covering�

About polariton model of laser
induced
condenced
matter surface damage

V� S� Makin� Yu� I� Pestov

Research Institute of Complex Testing of OptoElectronic Devices�
Sosnovy Bor city� Leningrad district� ���
� Russia

The review of the author�s works study of highly nonequilibrium selforganized phenomena which
involve� in particular� formation of dynamical and residual surface periodic structures under a laser
action onto the condensed matter �semiconductors� metals� dielectrics� has been made� The electro�
dynamical aspect and the role of material media in universal polariton model of laser�induced damage
were considered�

On homoclynic orbits behaviour for evolution
equations with distribution parameters

R� S� Makin

Ulyanovsk State University� Dimitrovgrad Branch� Russia

Properties of nonlinear dynamic solutions to evolution equations with distribution of parameters
in in�nite dimension space are discussed� On the based of hyberbolic sets theory we �nd the evolution
equations group with transversal crossing of stable and unstable manifolds under periodic perturba�
tions� That means there is a nontrivial hyperbolic set homeomorphism to Cantor set� The di�culties
of dynamical system analysis for complicated nonlinear phenomenas are discussed�
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Limiting amplitude principle in di�raction on a wedge

A� E� Merzon
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We continue to investigate a nonstationary scattering of plane waves by a wedge �see !�"�!�"�� We
denote by W �# fy # �y�� y�� � y� # � cos�� y� # � sin �� � 
 
� 
 	 � 	 �g the plane angle of a
magnitude � � �
� ��� We consider an incident plane wave u��y� t� of the form

u��y� t� # ei	k�	y���t
f�t� n 
 y�� t � R� y � Q �# R
� nW  �� 
 
� k� � R�� j��j # jk�j�

We assume that k� # ��� cos�� �� sin��� where max�
� � � ���� 	 � 	 min����� ��� In this case
u��y� 
� # 
� y � �Q� The pro�le f � C��R�� f�s� # 
� s 	 
� and f�s� # �� s 
 �� for some � 
 
�
We consider the following wave problem in Q with �for example� the Dirichlet boundary conditions��

�u�y� t� # 
� y � Q� t 
 
� u�y� t� # 
� y � �Q t 
 
 
u�y� 
� # u��y� 
�� y � Q� (u�y� 
� # (u��y� 
�� y � Q�

���

Denote by C the Sommerfeld contour in the following �turned� form C # C� � C�� where C� # fw� �
i��� jw� � �g � f� & iw� j � ���� � w� � ����g � fw� � ���i� j w� � �g� The contour C� is a
re�ection of C� with respect to the point ���

� � We choose the orientation of the contours C��� counter

clock�wise� We denote by (Q � Q n f
g� fyg �# jyj��� & jyj�� y � R��
Let us consider some  � 
 and N � 
�
Denition� E
�N is the space of functions u�t� y� � C�Q�R�� with the �nite norm

kuk
�N �# sup
t��

sup
y
Q

�ju�t� y�j& �� & t��Nfyg
jryu�t� y�j� 		�

Let us denote % �# ��� �� q �#
�

�%
and H�w� ��%� # coth�q�w& �i��� i���� coth�q�w� ��i��&

i���� w � C � We prove the following theorem�
Theorem� i� There exists the unique solution to the problem ��� u�t� �� �� � E�� �

�
��� �

�

ii� The Limiting Amplitude Principle holds�

u��� �� t�� e�i��tA��� �� � 
� t� 
�

uniformly for � � ��� where

A��� �� �#
i

�%

Z
C
ei��� cos	���
H�� & i��d�� � � 
� � � � � ���

The limiting amplitude A is a solution of the classic di�raction stationary problem of the plane
wave by a wedge of the Sommerfeld�Maljuzhinetz type described in detail in !�"� section ����
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Analysis of parametrical dependencies of Stoneley wave attenuation in
�uid
�lled borehole due to its scattering on rough well surface

E� V� Podyachev� G� A� Maximov� E� Ortega

Moscow Engineering�Physics Institute �State University�� Russia

e�mail� maximov�dpt	��mephi�ru

Attenuation of Stoneley waves at their propagation along a borehole is currently considered as
an important information source about porosity and permeability of surrounding layers� which are
crossed by a borehole� Usually the attenuation mechanism is associated with a �uid �ow between
borehole and porous permeable surrounding medium� But there are some other mechanisms which
lead to attenuation of wave �eld in a borehole� In particular� the attenuation of Stoneley wave can be
occurred due to it�s scattering on a rough surface of borehole� Hence� there is the necessity to estimate
the contribution of scattering at data interpretation of Stoneley wave�s attenuation in a borehole�

As it was reported on ICSV�
 the problem can solved in the framework of small perturbation
limit with use of the mean �eld approach� The expressions for attenuation coe�cient of Stoneley wave
due to St�St processes of scattering as well as for St�P� St�SV� St�Ri scattering processes were
obtained�

The main goal of the report is analysis of frequency dependencies of partial attenuation factors
on ratios of correlation length and borehole radius to wavelength for di�erent correlation functions of
roughness�

Complete regularization of boundary integral equations
in the di�raction problems on curved surfaces

D� N� Lesonen� G� A� Maximov

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute �State university�� Russia

e�mail� maximov�dpt	��mephi�ru

The new approach for regularization of the exact Fredgolm�s integral equations of the second kind
for �eld or its normal derivative on the scattered surface is suggested recently by the authors� This
approach allows to obtain the stable solutions of integral equations including the resonance domains�
when the direct numerical solution of exact initial equations brings an unstable results� Mathematically
the regularization concludes in the splitting of exact Fredgolm�s integral equations on the system of
two equivalent equations� One of them includes the integral operator� restricted by geometrically
illuminated part of surface� The other one is equivalent by form to the initial integral equation but
with di�raction source� The solution of the �rst integral equation with the restricted integral operator
is considered as regularized one� which coincides with exact solution of the problem in the short
wave limit� From the physical point of view the regularization of the exact initial integral equations
concludes in their replacement by restricted analogs with eliminated contributions of geometrically
shadowed domains�

In the given work the regularization of the rested after splitting integral equation is represented
and it is shown that the process of such regularization is auto�similar one� so that it is possible to
carry out the complete regularization of the problem�
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Wave �eld excitation in thin �uid
�lled crack of
�nite size and its interaction with a borehole
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The problem on excitation and propagation of pressure wave �eld in the �uid��lled crack under
action of external seismic wave is considered in the report�� Based on averaging procedure the non�
uniform pseudo�di�erential wave equation for a pressure �eld in a crack �uid is derived in the long�wave
approximation by a crack disclosing� taking into account an external seismic �eld� It is shown� that
at low frequencies the eigen mode� propagating along crack� possesses a strong frequency dispersion�
By numerical calculations� it is shown� that the ends of fracture excite a pressure �eld in a crack �uid
under action of external seismic wave� This fact can be used for determination of crack geometrical
size by hydrophones records in a well�

On attenuation of waves propagating in �uid mixtures

Lev A� Molotkov

St�Petersburg Branch of V�A�Steklov Mathematical Institute� Russia

In order to investigate the wave propagation in �uid mixtures� it is useful to approximate these
mixtures by periodic block media and to construct e�ective models for these block media� In construc�
tion of the e�ective models in restricted media� the passage to the limit is ful�lled under conditions�
the number of blocks increases to in�nity but sizes of blocks are reduced to zero� This passage to the
limit corresponds to mixtures of �uids� As result of this passage to the limit� the equations describing
the e�ective model are established in !�"� The lack of these equations is that they do not take into
account attenuation of the waves in the mixtures�

In order to take account attenuation of waves we assume that on boundaries between particles of
di�erent �uids� a force of friction proportional to di�erence of velocities of these particles arises� This
assumption was made by M�Biot for taking account of attenuation in porous media !�"� As result� in
the equations of the e�ective model� additional terms describing the attenuation are introduced� If
the �ows of energy can be neglected then it is easily to prove that the density of the total energy of
the wave �eld in the e�ective model decreases steadily with time at every point�

The equations of the e�ective models of blocks media with taking account of attenuation are
constructed in two� and three� dimensional cases� In consequence complexity of these equations� we
consider in this paper two often encountered partial cases� In the �rst case blocks �lled by �uid �
and blocks with �uid � alternate along the coordinate axes� In the second case the blocks with �uid
� are surrounded on all sides by blocks with �uid �� In both cases the expressions for attenuation
coe�cients are established� These coe�cients are proportional to square of di�erence of the �uid
densities� depend on percent composition of the �uids� and independent of �uid moduli� The formulas
of the attenuation coe�cients are valid also in the case that one of the �uids is replaced by gas� In
this case the attenuation coe�cient is very large because the density of gas is very small� The method
used in this paper can be applied in investigation of the mixtures of three and more �uids�
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Di�raction through structured planar gratings�
numerical approach based on ray tracing

R� Gonz�alez�Moreno� J� Alonso� E� Bernabeu
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We present and compare two methods for computing the distortion su�ered by a Gaussian beam
di�racted by a planar binary grating with arbitrary geometry� These approaches share the same
representation of the Gaussian beam� Using a Monte Carlo Method we generate a ray bundle that
can be understood as a numerical sampling of the beam�s Wigner Distribution Function� The two
methods di�er in the way the ray bundle is di�racted� In one hand� we follow the opposite way that
is made to obtain a DOE� From the grating geometry� we construct the equivalent refractive surface�
so we can apply exact or approximate versions of the Snell�s law to each ray in the bundle� In the
other hand� we use the hypothesis known as local di�raction� For each ray� the standard equation for
conical di�raction in linear gratings is applied� The period and orientation of each �e�ective� linear
grating are the local period and orientation of the actual grating�s lines at the ray incident point�
This approach is named as the Local Geometrical Di�raction� Examples and comparisons of the two
methods are carried out in a radial grating� which has been thoroughly studied so far�

Some elliptic traveling wave solutions to the Novikov
Veselov equation

J� Nickel� H� W� Sch�urmann

Department of Physics� University of Osnabr�uck�
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e�mail� jnickel�uos�de� hwschuer�uos�de

V� S� Serov

Department of Mathematical Sciences� University of Oulu�
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��� Finland
e�mail� vserov�cc�oulu�fi

An approach is proposed to obtain some exact explicit solutions in terms of elliptic functions to
the Novikov�Veselov equation �NVE!��x� y� t�" # 
� !�"� !�"� An expansion ansatz � � g #

P�
j�� ajf

j

!�" is used to reduce the NVE to the ordinary di�erential equation �f ��� # R�f�� where R�f� is a forth
degree polynomial in f !�"� The well�known solutions of �f ��� # R�f� lead to periodic and solitary
wave like solutions � of the NVE� Subject to certain conditions containing the parameters of the NVE
and of the ansatz � � g the periodic solutions � can be used as start solutions to apply the �linear�
superposition principle proposed by Khare and Sukhatme !�"�
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A uniform in time asymptotic for the
problem of centered rarefaction appearance

Georgii Omel�yanov

University of Sonora� Mexico

We construct a uniform in time asymptotic which describes the interaction of two isothermal shock
waves with the same directions of motion� We show that any smooth regularization of the problem
implies the realization of the stable scenario of interaction� In particular� we describe uniformly in
time the rarefaction wave appearance�

A radio coverage prediction method in urban microcellular
environments using electromagnetic techniques

E� Papkelis� I� Ouranos� H� Moshovitis� K� Karakatselos� P� Frangos

Division of Information Transmission Systems and Materials Technology� Dept� of Electrical
and Computer Engineering� National Technical Univ� of Athens�
	� Iroon Polytechniou Str�� ��� 
 Zografou� Athens� Greece
e�mail� spapkel�central�ntua�gr

The accurate prediction of radiocoverage in cellular environments is of great importance nowadays
due to the expansion of mobile systems which has led to growing demand for more e�cient use of the
radio spectrum� Several empirical and deterministic techniques have been developed for the estimation
of signal propagation characteristics in micro and pico cellular scenes� The most widely used empirical
models are described by equations derived from statistical analysis of a large number of measurements�
These models are simple and yield quick results because they do not require detailed information about
the environment but lack accuracy when the examined region di�ers from the one where the results
were obtained� On the other hand� the deterministic models are based on the analytical application
of electromagnetic techniques to a site�speci�c description of the radio environment� they are time
consuming but they can simulate all well�known area networks� Our model belongs to the deterministic
category and it is based on the analytical methods of Physical Optics �PO� and Physical Theory of
Di�raction �PTD� for the calculation of �rst and higher order propagation mechanisms �scattering
from surfaces� di�raction from wedges� ground e�ects� from the objects that the geometrical model
consists of� The urban environment modeling adopts a user�de�ned outdoor geometry with a random
street grid and building blocks of a parallel�piped shape erected along the street sides� Shadow
regions coming both from the primary source �transmitter� and the secondary sources� which are the
scattering sources �centers of illuminated surfaces� and di�raction sources �di�racting wedges�� have
been de�ned using a novel shadowing algorithm� The simulation program also allows both the selection
of particular categories of �eld propagation phenomena that should be included for the purpose of
evaluating their contribution to the total strength of the electromagnetic �eld at the receiver� and the
accurate de�nition of magnetic parameters of the emitted �eld� The ��dimensional model�s results
have been compared with other models based on ray�tracing techniques and good accuracy is obtained�
Measurements of the electromagnetic �elds using a spectrum analysis in an urban environment are
in progress and the data analysis will provide a better veri�cation of our simulation results� A ��
dimensional space formulation with the transmitting and receiving antennas below rooftop level is
also being developed which will give a more realistic approach of the radio channel environment
taking into account the structural and electrical properties of buildings and terrain� as well as the
ground contribution� In addition� the near �eld contribution using either numerical or analytical
methods� like Stationary Phase Method �SPM�� for accuracy improvement near the building walls�
where the PO method cannot give accurate results� is taken into account in our simulation code�
Finally� extended research studies are currently undertaken in the area of optimized descriptions of
the site topology and electromagnetic channel characteristics for a more �exible implementation in
typical urban microcellular environments�
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Nonlinear waves in plane granular media

Alessia Casasso� Franco Pastrone

Dipartimento di matematica � Universita di Torino
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A wide class of phenomena can be described by means of microstructural models� where the
microstructure can be described by vector �elds over the body� These vector �elds are the unknown
variables of the problem and their number depends on the restrictions due to the possible physical
meaning of each of them� The material is supposed to be �hyperelastic�� therefore we admit the
existence of an energy function and we obtain the �eld equations through a variational principle�
These equations are the Euler�Lagrange equations of a suitable energetic functional �see !�"��

The main task of this research is the study of the behaviour of granular media modelled as Cosserat
microstructured solids �see !�"�� in particular we study phenomena described with three or four �eld
equations� In the �rst case the rotation of the single grain depends on one parameter only� the angle
of rotation� in the second one we deal with dilatant granular media� In order to obtain constitutive
equations deduced from the principles of Continuum Mechanics� we must take into account both the
interactions matrix�grains and grain�grain�

In our work the study of strain waves may be useful in developing a suitable method in order
to estimate the micro�parameters� since shape� amplitude and velocity of the strain wave can carry
information about the microstructure� For this purpose� the most interesting are the waves that keep
their shape and velocity on propagation�

The general Euler � Lagrange equations can be reduced to simpler equations� namely such that
we can handle them with our tools� assuming some special form of the strain energy function and
by means of well known techniques� as the so called �slaving principle�� Hence we can obtain some
preliminary results� as shown in the one�dimensional case in !�� �"� about the possibility of propagation
of waves with constant shape�

To study the PDE wave equations we follow the method of reduction introduced by Samsonov
!�"� As in the one�dimensional case� already widely treated �see !�� �"�� we reduce the PDE�s to a
couple of second order Lie equations� hence to a system of Abel equations� Since in general we do
not know the solutions of this system� we turn our attention to �nd the cases in which it is possible
to integrate the Abel equations by means of the Weierstrass equations� Simulation techniques can be
usefully employed to exhibit interesting characteristics of the travelling waves�
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On Du�n
Kemmer
Petiau equation in curved space
time

Yu� V� Pavlov

Institute of Mechanical Engineering� RAS� St�Petersburg� Russia

e�mail� pavlov�lpt�ipme�ru

Du�n�Kemmer�Petiau �DKP� equation is a relativistic wave equation of �rst order in derivatives
to describe spin 
 and � bosons !�"� Recently there have been an increasing interest to DKP theory in
external electromagnetic and gravitational �elds �see !�" and refs� there�� The DKP theory generalized
by !�" to Riemannian space�time is equivalent for spin 
 sector to Klein�Gordon�Fock equation with
minimal coupling to curvature� But the non�minimal coupling is considered often in quantum �eld
theory in curved space�time �see e� g� !�" and refs� there�� In general case the scalar �eld in curved
space obeys to equation

�rr & Vg & m� & U ���������x� # 
 � ���

Here Vg is a function of invariant combinations of the metric tensor and the curvature tensor of an N �
dimensional space�time� U����� is self�interaction� The case Vg # 
 is the minimal coupling� If one has
the condition that metrical energy�momentum tensor of the scalar �eld does not contain derivatives
of metric higher than the second order� one can take Vg # �R & ��R	��R

	�� � �R�R
� & R��

�Gauss�Bonnet�type coupling !�"�� In this work we �nd generalized DKP eqs�� which are equivalent
to ��� for the massive and massless cases�

i�r� �m� � �Vg & U ���P��
� P�
m

# 
� i�r� � ��� �Vg & U ���P��
�
P� # 
� ���

where � # ea�
a� ea�x� are N �frame �elds� �N&����N&�� matrices �a and � obey relations

�a�b�c& �c�b�a#�a�bc& �c�ba� ��ab�# diag������ � � � ����� �a� & ��a#�a� ��# ��

r� are covariant derivatives of DKP �eld !�"� P # ����N������������ 
 
 
 ��N���� is Umezawa
projector� and we choose � such that �P # 
� The Lagrangians corresponding to eqs� ��� are

L #
p
jgj
�
i

�

�
��r� � r� ��

��m�� � �

m
Vg �P� � �

m
U��P��

�
� ���

L #
p
jgj �i� ��r� � ir� ��� � ��� � Vg �P� � U��P��

�
� ���

The applications of DKP eqs� are discussed to the Hamiltonian form of the scalar �eld equation�
particle interpretation in curved space�time� etc�
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Deconvolution of instrumental functions in X
ray
di�ractometry by using the regularization technique

Vladyslav Piskarov� Joachim Wagner� Rolf Hempelmann
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The deconvolution of the instrumental function in X�Ray di�raction pro�le analysis is a basic step
in order to obtain reliable results on the microstructure �crystallite size� lattice microstrain� etc�� and is
a typical example of ill�posed inverse problems� The implementation of an eigen function method with
di�erent regularization techniques is investigated and a simple regularization algorithm is proposed�

A simulation of an instrumental�broadened pro�le superimposed with random noise and back�
ground signals is used to investigate the reliability and e�ciency of the proposed technique� For the
simulation an experimentally de�ned instrument function based on an accurate mathematical model
for Cu emission pro�le� the geometry of the di�ractometer and the physical properties of the speci�
men are used� The parameters for this instrumental function are obtained by least squares �tting of
experimental data sets resulting from the reference materials LaB� and Al�O��

Compared to established algorithms� the proposed route is faster and more reliable in terms of
stability� especially in the case of large experimental noise� The evaluation of experimental di�raction
data of nanocrystalline gold with respect to grain size and microstrain and the comparison with
standard evaluation technique is done�
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Spectral asymptotics for layered magnetic structures

L� V� Gortinskaya� I� Yu� Popov� E� S� Tesovskaya

Department of Higher Mathematics� St��Petersburg State University of Information Tech�
nology� Mechanics and Optics�
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A system of two�dimensional quantum waveguides coupled through system of small windows is
considered� The asymptotics of the resonance close to the threshold are obtained for the case of the
Neumann boundary condition� The method of matching of asymptotic expansion of boundary value
problem solutions is used� The justi�cation is made with using of non stationary method�

The case of the periodic set of coupling windows is considered� The bands close to the threshold
are described in the framework of the asymptotic approach� For �xed value of the quasi momentum
the problem reduces to the description of the resonance� The independence of the resonance position
of the quasi momentum was studied� It is proved that there is a gap between the band and the
threshold� The parameters of the gap are determined�

Three dimensional layers with Neumann boundary conditions coupled through �nite number of
small apertures are investigated� The asymptotics of the resonance close to the threshold is obtained�
The scattering problem is considered� The result is a series of the direction diagrams for di�erent
parameters of the system�
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True amplitude Gaussian beam imaging
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Introduction� We present an original approach of true amplitude seismic imaging by means of
weighted summation of multi�shot multi�o�set data� Weights are computed by Gaussian beam �GB�
tracing from current points within target area towards acquisition system� The special choice of GB
provides possibility to take into account both illumination conditions and structure of covering layers�

Statement of the problem� The wave propagation velocity below is supposed to be de�
composed as macro�velocity c��x� z� and re�ectivity�scatterer component c��x� z� � In order to de�
scribe scattered�re�ected wave �eld u��x� z xs� 
 �� Born�s approximation is used� Input multi�
shots multi�o�sets data will be dealt with later are multi�shot multi�o�set re�ected�scattered waves
��xr xs �� # u��xr� 
 xs� 
 �� � True�preserving amplitudes imaging in the consequent will be treated
as a procedure providing images with intensities being proportional to sharpness of the background
perturbations c�	x�z


c�	x�z

�

Description of the method� For constructing an image in the point x trace two rays toward
free surface and then construct Gaussian beams !�" along them� Remind that Gaussian beam is a
speci�c solution of the Helmholts equation� Twice Green�s formula application gives the following
integral identity�

Z
z��

�u
	gb

s �xs x x�s ��

�z

����
z��

dxs

Z
z��

�u
	gb

r �x x x�r ��

�z

����
z��

��xr xs ��dxr #

# ���F ���

Z
X

�

c���y�

c��y�

c��y�
u	gb
s �y x x�s ��u	gb
r �y x x�r ��dy� ���

It should be mentioned that GB are constructed in a way to place their narrowest to the imaging point
x� Now� we can use fact that GB is concentrated in the vicinity of ray and therefore integration in
the right hand side of ��� can be done in small vicinity of the point x only� As macro�velocity model
is supposed to be rather smooth� it is rater reasonable to treat the medium within this vicinity as
being homogeneous� That means one can use explicit expression for Gaussian beams and come to the
following integral identity that de�nes true�amplitude imaging�
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c��y�

c��y�
K�x y ��dyd�� ���

It is really true�amplitude imaging cause in right side of the identity ��� is averaging of the contrast
of background perturbation with kernel K�x y ��� which doesn�t depend on the overburden and
illumination conditions�

Numerical experiments� Numerical experiments we are going to present during the talk are
done with widespread synthetic data Sigsbee�a we were provided with by SMAART Joint Venture�
This model is very popular in migration community as touchstone for testing new algorithms� Pre�
sented numerical results clearly con�rm e�ectiveness of the suggested method and demonsttrate it is
really true�amplitude imaging�
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Solving elliptic PDEs with discontinuous coe�cients
using �nite element and multigrid method

B� Pentenrieder� N� Zavyalov

The aim of this research was to develop an algorithm that enables us to solve the equation
div��gradu� # f on a three�dimensional domain� Hereby� the coe�cient � depends on the spatial
coordinates and is allowed to assume two di�erent discrete positive values so that we can deal with
internal transitions from one material property to another� The right hand side of the PDE may
be an arbitrary function f � We have implemented Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions� but � in principle � it is easy to extend the functionality of the program also to mixed
boundary conditions� The domain is dicretized by cubes on which we take trilinear �nite element
ansatz functions� The most di�cult task was to calculate the diagonal elements of the sti�ness matri�
ces on the coarser grid levels� since the corresponding cells in general consist of di�erent materials� It
turned out insu�cient to use approximations for them with the multigrid convergence disappearing�
The computation of the intermediate sti�ness matrices and thereby of the diagonal elements of the
coarser levels is complex and expensive� but pays o� because it is required only once during an initial
run and actually restores the multigrid convergence that one can observe when setting � equal to � in
the whole domain�

In order to evaluate the behavior of the algorithm we studied the heat conduction within ceramic
blocks neglecting convection and radiation processes� In this context the two � values are the thermal
conductivities of the brick material respectively the encapsulated air� Of course� one is not restricted
to this application� but may use the program also for other problems described by the same PDE and
also exhibiting internal jumps of one or two orders of magnitude in the material property ��

As a result of our studies a package with friendly interface to the user was developed� As an
output several �gures exposing the thermal �ux were obtained with the help of OpenDX� The e�ective
thermoconductivity which is important for engineering applications has been computed for ceramic
blocks produced in the industry�
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Magnetization and vortices in Kac�s model
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We consider a classical spin system over a lattice with con�guration space S�� and ferromagnetic�
long range interactions� The hamiltonian is of the form

H���int j��ext� # ��

�
�d

X
x�y
��int

J��jx� yj���x���y�� �d
X

	x�y

�int��ext
J��jx� yj���x���y�

Here 0int is a �large� bounded domain of Zd� 0ext its complement� ��� the range of interaction�
satisfying diam�0int� � ���� and J � 
 a smooth potential on Rd with integral � �Kac�s potential� �
A map � � Zd � S� is called a con�guration  on 0ext we impose a vorticity� i�e� deg ��j�ext� # k � Z�

An outstanding problem in Statistical Mechanics consists in studying the Gibbs measure at tem�
perature �

� � i�e� given �j�ext � the quantity

G���int�
j��ext� # e��H		j�ext
�Z���int���ext�

Here we content with studying the variational problem for the free energy F��m�int jm�ext� of bloc�spin
con�gurations� i�e� after averaging � over �nite boxes of diameter �� with diam�0int� � ����� 		 ������

The free energy F��m�int jm�ext� is derived from H���int j��ext� and the mean �eld free energy
f��m� # ��

� jmj� & �
� I�m� by usual procedures  here I�m� is the entropy function�

In a �rst part� we present some numerical simulations� They show that the minimizing con�gura�
tions for F��m�int jm�ext� have vortices in 0int� with total degree equal to k�

In a second part� we take the continuous limit 0int � Zd� � � 
� We proceed as for the Ginzburg�
Landau functional� looking �rst for a radial symmetric con�guration minimizing the �renormalized�
free energy� i�e� a solution for Euler�Lagrange equation� Next we linearize Euler�Lagrange equation
around a radial symmetric con�guration and study the bottom of the spectrum of the corresponding
operator� using Perron�Froebenius arguments�

A new approach to the essential spectrum of
Schredinger� Klein
Gordon� and Dirac operators

V�S� Rabinovich

National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico

We proposed a new approach to the problem of location of the essential spectrum for a wide class
of pseudodi�erential operators� This approach is based on the theory of limit operators �see� !�"�� As
applications we consider the essential spectrum of electromagnetic Schredinger� Klein�Gordon� and
Dirac operators with potentials belonging to di�erent classes� In particular� we study the operators
with slowly oscillating potentials� nonstandard perturbations of the periodic potentials� potentials of
multiparticle problems� Note that this method gives a very simple proof of the well�known Theorem
of Hunziker� van Winter� Zjislin for multiparticle Hamiltonians�
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We consider the problem of electromagnetic waves propagation from narrow�band modulated
sources in optical waveguides with strati�ed core and homogeneous claddings� We suppose that inter�
face between the core and cladding has a slowly oscillating geometry depending on a small parameter
� � �� Applying the asymptotic methods for operator�valued Hamiltonians we obtain asymptotic
expressions for all components of the electromagnetic �eld�

Projection to orthogonal function basis
method for nonlinear multi
mode �ber

S� B� Leble� B� Reichel

Technical University of Gda�nsk
ul� G�Narutowicza� �� 
�	��� Gda�nsk�Wrzeszcz� Poland

Projecting to orthogonal function basis allow us to derive coupled nonlinear Schr�odinger equation
�NLSE� for multi�mode �bers� The basis� which we introduce� by electromagnetic �eld expansion�
for waveguide modes� depends on a waveguide geometry �we consider �ber with cylindrical geometry
which correspond to Bessel function basis�� In this paper we analyse �ber with a weak nonlinearity
descent from the Kerr e�ect� Some aspects of boundary conditions �waveguide modes excitation� are
presents� Analytic and numerical results ��gure� for single�mode and double�mode �ber are given�

Figure � Comparison between results� for single mode waveguide with following value for physical
parameters� � # ����  �
��Hz� n� # ����ref� index for core�� n� # ����ref� index for cladding�
and waveguide radius� from ���  �
��m to �
  �
��m� G is normalized to one for g�nkerr

c and V is

normalized frequency and de�ned as V # �
c r�
p
n�� � n���
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Nonlinear evolution of components of electromagnetic �eld of
helicoidal wave in plasma
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In this paper we study a nonlinear helicoidal wave in plasma� We consider the hydrodynamical
approximation of a single ion plasma� It means that Knudsen number Kn � �� so collisions plays
main role and plasma may be considered as a conductive �uid� In the context of the soliton theory�
linear and nonlinear models are traced� with a special attention paid to the problem of the wave
asinchronism� Equations are derived for the directed quasi�one�dimensional waves� By developing the
model with asinchronism� we obtain nonsymmetric� �inclined� solitons� We study also a form of a
binary Darboux Transformation �bDT�� for applying it to the N�wave interactions� We start from
the Lax pair� which is a useful to construct N�wave solutions �soliton�like solutions�� because it is
a compatibility condition for considered equations� The results of a bDT� which has been analyzed
numerically� are shown on pictures�
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Shock wave type solutions of hyperbolic systems of conservation laws
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For hyperbolic system of conservation laws

ut & �f�u��x # 
� vt & �f ��u�v�x # 
� wt & �f ���u�v� & f ��u�w�x # 


a de
nition of a ���shock wave type solution by integral identities is introduced� where �� is a
derivative of the delta function� It is a new type of singular solutions such that the second component
v of the solution may contain Dirac measures� and the third component w may contain the linear
combination of Dirac measures and their derivatives� while the �rst component u of the solution has
bounded variation� The Rankine�Hugoniot conditions for ���shock are derived and analyzed from
geometrical point of view� We prove ���shock balance relations connected with area transportation�
To solve these problems� we use the weak asymptotics method developed in !�"�!�"� and extended to
the case of this type of singular solutions� These results show that solutions of hyperbolic systems
of conservation laws can develop not only Dirac measures �as in the case of ��shocks� but also their
derivatives�
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Propagation of localized perturbations of the hydrodynamics
equations with variable Coriolis parameter
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We consider the localized perturbations of the hydrodynamics equations on beta plane� We discus
the question of stability and preserving of the initial form of the perturbation�
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Lanczos
Arnoldi pseudospectral method for initial value
problems in electrodynamics and its applications

Sergei V� Shabanov
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Maxwell�s equations for dispersive and absorptive media are reformulated in the form i�,��t #
H, where , is a multidimensional vector �eld� , � R�� Rn� t is time� and H # H�&iV � H� and V � 

are self�adjoint �di�erential� operators in the Hilbert space of square integrable ,�s� Based on the
semi�group property of the fundamental solution� ,�t & $t� # ei�tH,�t�� a numerical �time�domain�
algorithm for the initial value problem is developed in which the exponential ei�tH is approximated
by means of the Lanczos�Arnoldi method� The action of powers of H on the wave function , is
computed via the fast Fourier algorithm where the sampling e�ciency at the medium interfaces is
enhanced by a suitable change of variables� The unconditional stability of the algorithm is proved�
The proposed algorithm has a dynamical control of accuracy� It allows for variable time steps and�or
variable computational costs per time step with error control� Several applications to photonics are
considered� in particular� the extraordinary transmission �re�ection� properties of gratings and groves
are investigated by simulating the scattering of broad�band pulses on periodic structures made of
dispersive and absorptive materials� Two types of resonances are observed that are associated with
the structure geometry and material�
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Analysis of the TE
wave propagation in nonlinear dielectric
waveguides using the method of nonlinear integral equations
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Propagation of electromagnetic waves in linear media along cylindrical dielectric waveguides is
a relevant topic of classical electrodynamics !�� �"� Cylindrical waveguide structures consisting of
nonlinear media is also an object of intense studies !��"� However until recently any rigorous proofs of
the existence of modes in nonlinear dielectric waveguides have not been obtained� as well as the correct
mode classi�cation� Planar structures consisting of several plane�parallel layers �lled with nonlinear
Kerr�law media is another well�studied family of waveguides �see !�"�� Whereas� for example� in the
special case of a three�layer planar waveguide with Kerr nonlinearity in the layers the �eld can be
described in terms of elliptic functions !�"� it seems that that there is no analytical solution for the
corresponding cylindrical waveguide�

In this work� we consider propagation of TE�polarized electromagnetic waves in a cylindrical
waveguide of circular cross�section �lled with a Kerr�type nonlinear� nonabsorbing� nonmagnetic� and
isotropic dielectric� We look for axially �azimuthal� symmetric solutions and reduce the problem to a
cubic�nonlinear integral equation �IE� using Green�s function of the Bessel equation� IE is solved by
iterations and a function sequence is obtained which uniformly converges to the solution of the IE� The
dispersion relations �DRs� associated to the exact and iterate solutions are derived and solved� subject
to certain constraints� The roots of the exact DR are approximated by the roots of the DRs generated
by the iterate solutions� All statements concerning the existence and convergence are based on results
of our previous studies !�� "� Numerical results �solutions to DRs� �eld patterns� dependence of the
propagation constant and cut�o� radius on the nonlinearity parameter� power �ow� are also presented�
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Analysis of mixed boundary
value problems for a system of elliptic equations
in the layer associated with boundary
contact problems of elasticity

Y� Shestopalov� N� Kotik
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We consider the contact problem of a rigid cylinder pressed against an elastic layer which arises
in �exography� This problem is equivalent to the contact of two rigid cylinders� one of which has an
elastomeric covering� or to the squeezing of an elastomeric sheet� The results are of great importance
for many engineering applications� including textile� paper and printing machines� gears and elastohy�
drodynamic lubrication� Knowledge of factors such as contact area� penetration and contact pressure
is important for design considerations�

The processes which take place in elastics bodies can be described by Lame�s equations with respect
to longitudinal and transverse displacements using appropriate boundary conditions� The resulting
non�classical boundary value contact problems can be reduced to integral equations with a logarithmic
singularity of the kernel !�"� Analysis of existence and uniqueness for the logarithmic integral equation
is based on the theory of singular integral operators !�"� !�"�

In this work we obtain a simpli�ed solution to the mixed boundary�value problem �BVP� for a
system of elliptic equations in the layer associated with boundary�contact problems of elasticity� The
existence and uniqueness of the solution to the BVP are proved� The stress�strain components are
expressed in terms of the BVP solution� The BVP is converted to a simpli�ed boundary contact
problem and the explicit solution to the latter is obtained� External forces on the boundary are
simulated using specially de�ned �hat� functions� Fields of displacements� elongations� normal stresses�
shearing strain� and shearing stress are calculated at every point of the elastic layer�
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Transient waves produced by a source on circle expanding for �nite time

Irina I� Simonenko

Institute of Physics� St��Petersburg University� Russia

We construct transient solution of the initial�value problem to the inhomogeneous wave equation�
The source is distributed on a circle expanding with the velocity of wave perturbation �the velocity of
light for the electromagnetic waves�� The expanding time is �nite� The circle begins its expansion at
the initial moment of time and belongs to the plane�

We obtain the solution of wave equation in the cylindrical coordinate system by using the incom�
plete separation of variables� the Riemann formula and the relation containing three Bessel functions�

The obtained expressions di�er from the traditional representations in terms of the spherical har�
monics� We describe the peculiarities of the space�time structure of the waves produced by such
sources and discuss the speci�c features of the excited waves� We compare the found result with
expressions for the case of the source belonging to the circle on the expanding sphere�
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Viscoelastic model of impact excitation of a solid body and thin plate
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The present paper is devoted to mathematical modeling of the impact of a solid body upon a plate�
which dynamic behaviour is described by the U�ynd�Mindlin wave equations taking the rotary inertia
and shear deformations into account� by means of a viscoelastic bu�er involving a viscous damper
and an elastic cylindrical spring� which basis is embedded in the plate� The viscoelastic bu�er does
not lose its stability during deformation� its sti�ness expressed in terms of the operator� and thus the
relationship for contact force takes on the integral form with a function of relaxation for Makswell�s
model�

An elastic isotropic plate and an isotropic plate� for which takes place viscoelastic properties of
the material are considered only for shear deformations� are investigated� Viscoelastic properties of
the material under shear deformations are described by the representation of the shear modulus and�
hence� Young�s modulus in terms of the operator� and the Hooke�s law takes on the integral form with
an arbitrary kernel of relaxation� in so doing Poisson�s ratio does not depend on viscoelastic properties
of the material�

As a method of the decision the ray method and method of splicing asymptotic expansion received
for small times in a contact area and outside of it are used�

In the present work� the procedure proposed in !�" for the analysis of transverse impact of a solid
body upon a nonlinear elastic bu�er positioned on an elastic isotropic plate� is generalized to the case
of shock interaction of a solid body with a viscoelastic bu�er positioned on an elastic and viscoelastic
plate�

During the interaction of the body with the bu�er and� hence� the plate� a quasilongitudinal and
quasitransverse waves representing the surfaces of strong discontinuity begin to propagate� In a plate
of the surface of strong discontinuity represent cylindrical surfaces � strip� whose generators are parallel
to the normal to the median surfaces and guides locating in the median surface are circumferences
extending with the normal velocities� Behind the wave fronts� the solution is constructed in terms
of ray series representing power series� whose coe�cients are the di�erent order discontinuities in the
time�derivatives of the required functions� and the variable is the time passed from the moment of
arrival of a wave to the given points of the plate� To determine the ray series coe�cients for the
desired functions� it is necessary to di�erentiate the governing equations with respect to time� to take
their di�erence on the di�erent sides of the wave surface� and to apply the condition of compatibility�
As a result of the procedure described� we are led to the system of recurrent di�erential equations�
which solution gives us the discontinuities in time�derivatives of the desired values within arbitrary
constants� The arbitrary constants are determined at splicing on border of contact area of the solution
for required function inside a contact disk and outside of it� The found jumps allow us to write down
the required functions as the ray series with the coe�cients expressed algebraically�

The simple and compact analytical expressions for contact force are de�ned� The carried out
numerical researches allow to make the conclusion about in�uence of parameters of a construction�
including bu�er�s and plate�s viscoelastic properties� on dynamic characteristics of interaction� Five�
term truncated ray series for the desired functions have allowed one to calculate with the given accuracy
the stresses in the contact area of the plate and the dynamic safety margin of the thin plate�
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Feynman formulas for the statistical Hopf equation

O� G� Smolyanov
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A Feynman formula is a representation of a solution of the Cauchy problem for an evolution partial
di�erential �or pseudodi�erential� equation by a limit of �nite dimensional integrals whose integrands
contain some Gaussian� or complex Gaussian� exponents� when the multiplicity of integrals tends to
in�nity� This limit can be interpreted as a Feynman� or Gaussian� type integral over trajectories and
such interpretation transforms the Feynman formulas into what one calls the Feynman�Kac formulas�

The statistical Hopf equation describes evolution of the Fourier transform of the �time depending�
measure� which is a solution of the Fokker�Plank equation for the Navier� �Stokes equation with a
Gaussian white noise �considered as an in�nite dimensional stochastic di�erential equation��

In the talk a Feynman formula for solutions of the Cauchy problem for the statistical Hopf equation
will be discussed� In the proof a Cherno� theorem �formula� is used� which is as related� to repre�
sentations for solutions of Scr�odinger type equations by integrals over trajectories in the phase space
and also to representations for solutions of Hopf equations� as the famous Trotter formula is related
to representation for solutions of some simple Schr�odinger equations by integrals over trajectories in
the con�guration space�

Toward e�cient numerical generation of low
re�ecting
boundary conditions for anisotropic media

Olga V� Podgornova� Ivan L� Sofronov

Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics� RAS
Miusskaya sq� �� Moscow� Russia
e�mail� sofronov�spp�keldysh�ru� olgapv�ok�ru

Recently a spectral approach of constructing low�re�ecting boundary conditions for the wave equa�
tion in anisotropic media has been proposed !�"� !�"� The conditions are generated by two successive
stages� �rstly an exact operator of boundary conditions is numerically obtained for a discrete counter�
part of governing equations afterwards this boundary operator is approximated by a �cheaper� one
in order to achieve reasonable computational costs for its application� In other words the second stage
consists of a sharp compression of original huge matrix of the exact non�re�ecting discrete operator�
We use� in particular� spatial Fourier �nite series� as well as sum�of�exponentials representation for
occurring temporal kernels while performing such compression�

It was shown in our numerical experiments on an example of wave propagation in media with two
di�erent speeds of sound in half�spaces that non�local discrete operators of obtained low�re�ecting
boundary conditions do provide required accuracy without any enormous computational e�orts !�"�

However the �rst stage still remains a very expensive part of our approach since it requires numer�
ical calculation of a correspondent discrete Green�s function� In this talk we report our recent progress
on faster and more accurate ways of �nding the Green�s function� Numerical results are demonstrated
for a model problem of the wave propagation in two�layer media�
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A direct method for calculation of harmonic electromagnetic �eld in
cylindrical geometry with multiple exciting source positions
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We present and discuss a numerical method developed for fast and accurate calculation of harmonic
electromagnetic �eld in a metallic pipe with rotational symmetry !�"�

Main features of considered class of tasks are the following�
� problem is formulated in unbounded domain �in�nitely long metal pipe� though the region of

interest is small enough 
� problem consists of multiple sub�problems with di�erent exciting sources distributed along z�axis

�at the same pipe geometry� 
� each source can be su�ciently far away from the region of interest 
� setup includes discontinuity of electromagnetic properties �iron�air interfaces� 
� second derivatives of solution are required up to the discontinuous interfaces 
� solver must be fast and reliable because it is developed for future inversion tasks �prediction of

electromagnetic properties and geometry of the pipe��
We propose a �nite�di�erence method that provides abovementioned requirements� Numerical

results of comprehensive veri�cation of the algorithm are given� Let us list some features of the
algorithm�
� second�order scalar elliptic equation for the angular component of the electrical �eld is considered 
� exact discrete boundary conditions are developed on the faces of a cylindrical computational do�

main the conditions can be inhomogeneous if the exciting sources are out of the computational
domain 

� second�order di�erence equations on a non�uniform grid are resolved by a direct method with
machine accuracy the operation count for solving L tasks on the grid with M radial cells and N

z�axis cells is estimated by O�NM��M & L�� operations�
The work is supported by the RFBR grant 
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Analytical and numerical analysis of the wave pro�les
near the fronts appearing in tsunami problems
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We consider the linear system describing the propagation of the water waves created by localized
sources in an unbounded water layer with slow varying depth� Using asymptotic and numerical
methods we quantitatively analyze the dependence the wave pro�le near the front on the form of the
sources and the rays which organize the front� This analysis is applied to the tsunami problem� The
work is done together with S�Yu� Dobrokhotov and T�Ya� Tudorovskiy�
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Piecewise continuous distribution function
method and ultrasound at half
plane
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The system of hydrodynamic�type equations for a strati�ed gas in gravity �eld is derived from
BGK equation by method of piecewise continuous partition function!�"� The obtained system of the
equations generalizes the Navier�Stokes at arbitrary density �Knudsen numbers��

The kinetic equation for the distribution function with the model integral of collisions in BGK
form looks like �here and below we use standard notations��
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Let�s search for the solution of the equations ��� as combinations of two locally equilibrium distri�
bution functions� each of which gives the contribution in its own area of velocities space�
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Multiplying equation ��� on � eigen functions we obtain the system of di�erential equations� The
obtained system of the equations according to the derivation scheme is valid at all frequencies of
collisions and within the limits of high frequencies should transform to the hydrodynamic equations�
It is a system of hydrodynamical type
and generalizes the classical equations
of a viscous �uid on any density� down
to a free�molecule �ow�

The veri�cation of the model is
made for a limiting case of a homo�
geneous medium and the results were
compared with the results of sound�
propagation measurements in Argon
!���" and with existing theories�

We linearize the macroscopic equa�
tions and �nd the dispersion relation�
In �gure comparison of theoretical re�
sults on distribution of a sound with
experimental data!���" is made� Re�
sults are in a good agreement with ex�
periment and former theories at arbi�
trary Knudsen �Kn� numbers� Figure� Sound of speed� thick line � Navier�Stokes�

thin line � this paper� circle � measurements in Argon�
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Evolution operator for the multidimensional nonlinear
Hartree
type equation with quadratic potential
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A method of construction of semiclassical asymptotics for a Hartree�type equation �HTE� with
smooth coe�cients and a cubic nonlocal nonlinearity based on the Maslov�s complex germ theory is
applied to the multi�dimensional HTE with the quadratic potential
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a function ,� is complex conjugate to ,� � is a real parameter� � is a �small� parameter� � � !
� �!�
Hzz�t�� Wzz�t�� Wzw�t�� Www�t� are given �n��n�matrices� and Hz�t� is a �n�vector� An exact solution
of the Cauchy problem for the HTE is found in the class of semiclassically concentrated functions� The
nonlinear evolution operator is obtained in explicit form� Parametric families of symmetry operators
are found for the Hartree�type equation under consideration� With the help of symmetry operators�
families of exact solutions of the equation are constructed� Exact expressions are obtained for the
quasi�energies and their respective states�
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Evolution of explicit eigenfunctions ,En	R
�x�R�� n # 
�	� of the Hartree type operator
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is studied at adiabatic change of parameters R # ��� �� �� a� b� c�� Here � is a parameter of
nonlinearity� A solution of the Cauchy problem�
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is obtained as expansion in a small parameter ��T � where T � � is a time of adiabatic evolution� The
Berry phase is found for the nonlinear system ��� in explicit form

��C� #

�
n &

�

�
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C

�
�

�1�s�
� �c�s�

�

��s�

1��s�

��
d�� ��s�d�

��s�

	
� ���

Here 1�s� #
p

!��s� & �a�s�"��s�� ���s�� and C is a contour in the parameter space R # ��� �� ��
a� b� c�� In linear case �� # 
� the obtained expressions grade into well�known results of Ref� !�" �see
also !�"��
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Wave packets localized near a surface for the multidimensional
nonlinear Schr�odinger equation in semiclassical approximation
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An approach is considered to construct semiclassical solutions� asymptotical in a small parameter
�� �� 
� to the ��&n�� dimensional nonlinear Schr�odinger equation �NLSE� with an external potential
V ��x� t� �

i��t &
�
�

�m
$ & �g�j,��x� t� ��j�� V ��x� t�

	
,��x� t� �� # 
� ���

The solutions are obtained in a class of functions localized in a neighborhood of an unclosed surface
of parabolic type� Functions of the class are of one�soliton form along the direction of a normal to
the surface at its vertex and are not normalizable in L�� The NLSE ��� is linearized on the class of
functions accurate to O������� �� 
� and a linear Schr�odinger equation associated with the NLSE is
derived� A dynamic system for a phase curve describing vertex evolution is obtained�

The solution construction approach is used results of Refs� !�"� !�"� !�" based on the Maslov�s
complex germ theory� An example is considered for a special case of the potential V ��x� t��
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On the destruction of the adiabatic approximation and regular modes
for super excited longitudinal motion in quantum waveguides

J� Br�uning� S�Yu� Dobrokhotov� T�Ya� Tudorovskiy

Institute for problems in mechanics RAS� Moscow� Russia

We consider the spectral problems for magnetic Schr�odinger operators in thin quantum waveguides
with nonconstant width� We assume that the width varies slowly in comparison with the width of the
waveguide� This assumption allows us to use adiabatic approximation to reduce initial equations to
one�dimensional e�ective ones for the wide range of the eigenstates �longitudinal energies�� The lowest
states are described by means of Born�Oppenheimer method or by means of �long�wave� approximation
for waveguides with almost constant width� The middle and the top of this range is described by
means of semiclassical and Born approximation� In last situation the strong magnetic �eld implies
the nonconstant e�ective mass� We show that the adiabatic approximation doesn�t work for high
longitudinal energies and analyze this e�ect using the Maslov complex germ theory� We interpret the
destruction of the adiabatic approximation as the display of the Fermi acceleration�
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Stability of patterns under random perturbations

S� A� Vakulenko� A� A� Abramian

Institute of Problems of Mechanical Engineering� Russian Academy of Sciences
�		�� Saint Petersburg� Russia

This paper concerns with reaction�di�usion systems� Such systems are important for many appli�
cations� for example� for biology !�"� chemistry� phase transitions and economics� In this applications
we often observe appearance of complicated patterns !�"�

The aim of this paper is to answer a question posed in !�"� where the authors have made a
fundamental hypothesis that any patterns generated by any chemical systems are unstable� for large
times� under random perturbations�

To formulate mathematically this problem� we consider reaction�di�usion systems

ut # D$u & f�x� u� &

pX
l��

�k�t�gk�u�� ���

where u # u�x� t� is unknown function of space variable x � 1 and time t � 
� u � Rm� 1 is a bounded
domain � Rn with a regular boundary �1� D is a diagonal di�usion matrix with positive entries� f� gk
are smooth or polynomial functions� �k � Rp are random processes with continuous trajectories� We
set the zero Neumann boundary conditions� un # 
 on �1�

Let us denote by ueq a stationary solution of ���� which describes a pattern� To de�ne a measure
of stability of the pattern with respect to random perturbations� we follows the standard approach
!�"� We introduce a bounded set / in the space Rm� We suppose that system state u�x� t� will be
destroyed if there exists such a x � 1 and t 
 
 that u�x� t� �� /� This is a mathematical expression
of the fact that the system must support �homeostasis�� The stability measure PT �ueq� of pattern
ueq�x� on the time interval !
� T " is the probability that the solution u�x� t� ueq� of ��� with initial data
ueq lies in / for all x � 1 and t � !
� T "�

Under some conditions on random processes �k � we prove the following� For p 
 � any pattern
generated by a �generic� system with smooth f� gk is unstable for large times� i�e�� PT � 
 as T �	�
This result holds for any bounded /� The key tool in proving is the known result on so�called
polydynamical systems !�"� trajectories of �generic� polydynamic system connect any given points�
So� the assertion of !�" holds� in certain sense� for �almost all� systems� However� for p 
 � there exist
exceptional systems for which this assertion is invalid� For p # � we have �many� stable patterns and
systems� the set of f� gk for which our assertion is invalid� is open in an appropriate topology�

For systems with polynomial nonlinearities analogous results hold under some additional restric�
tions on the domain /�

These results can be extended to more complicated systems which could be important for econom�
ical applications �where we replace $ to a nonlocal integral operator K�x� x��u�x��dx���
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Analytical solution to the di�raction on a slot

I� L� Verbitskii

Kharkov Regional Institute of Continuous Education�
Pushkinskaya str� �� apt� �� Kharkov� ��
��� Ukraine
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Report is devoted to the di�raction of the point�source �eld on a slot in the ideally conducting
plane screen� With the aid of the Partial Scattering Operators Method !�" the explicit analytical
solution of this classical problem has been obtained�

Let us consider the system consisting of the ideally conducting half plane S�� x � 
 and plane S��

y # �a illuminated by the point source u� # �
�iH

	�

�



k
p

�x� x��� & �y � y���
�

�

If we assign the Dirichlet conditions on S� than accordingly to the symmetry principle the problem
will be equivalent to the excitation of the slot ��a 	 x 	 
� y # 
 by the di�erence of sources
u��x� y� x

�� y�� � u��x� y���a� x�� y��� and if we assign the Neumann conditions on the S� then the
problem will be equivalent to the excitation of the same slot by the sum u� & u��x� y���a� x�� y���
Thus half�sum of the solutions of these problems gives solution to the problem of excitation of the slot
by the point source u��

Let us consider the Dirichlet problem on S�� which corresponds to the E�polarization�

Let T� be the scattering operator of S�� i�e� the operator transforming the incoming signal to the
scattered one� and T� be the scattering operator of S��

Denote u� the �eld scattered by S� and u� � the �eld scattered by S�� Then full �eld u in
considered system is

u # u� & u� & u� ���

and as has been shown in !�" the �elds u� and u� obey the equations

u� # T��u� & u��� u� # T��u� & u��� ���

From ��� issues the equation for u��

u� # t�u� & T�T�u� & T�T�u�� ���

Using known solutions to the excitation of half�plane by the plane wave and by the point source
!�" and expressing u� in the form

u� #
�

��i

�Z
��

ei��		x�a
�rjyj�

r
���� d�� ���

where r #
p
k� � ��� ���� is unknown function� we can represent operators T�� T� and T�T� in integral

form and to reduce equation ��� to the integral one which after some algebra can be in turn reduced
to the Riemann problem

,���� sin�a� ei	a

�
%���� # F ���� �	 	 � 		 ���

in the class of the exponential�type function with known right side F ����

Solution of this new type of Riemann problem obtained here is�

,���� # %���� cos�ec�a�� �

a

�X
n���

%�
�
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�
�� n�
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where

%���� #
�

�
F ��� &

�

��i
v�p�

�Z
��

F �a�

a� �
da� ���

Solving in the same way Dirichlet problem for the source u��x� y���a � x�� y�� and the above�
mentioned Neumann problems we obtain the desired solution for the slot�
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Waves produced by a traveling line
current pulse with high
frequency �lling

Andrei B� Utkin
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�
�	� Portugal

Generation of electromagnetic waves produced by current pulses of �nite duration with high�
frequency �lling propagating along a straight segment is investigated�

The �lling �modulation� term is represented in the form exp!ik�vt�z�"� Here t is the time variable�
z the direction of current pulse propagation� and k # ��v� where � is the angular modulation frequency
while v represents the phase velocity� which can be subluminal� luminal� or superluminal �
 	 v 		��
Solutions are constructed by solving the system of inhomogeneous Maxwell equations in the space�
time domain with the help of V�I� Smirnov method of incomplete separation of variables !�"� using the
electromagnetic �eld representation via the Whittaker�Bromwich potential !�"�

For arbitrary slowly varying envelope of the current pulse� a closed�form quadrature expression is
obtained for the magnetic component of the �eld� which enables the entire �eld to be reconstructed
at long distances from the source� In contrast to the general consideration !�"� separation of the
modulating factor from the envelope enable one to illustrate and analytically describe the following
phenomena�
� Directionality of the emanated waves�
� Transformation of the frequency of the electromagnetic wave carrier with respect to the initial fre�

quency of the source current modulation� which takes place for certain wave regimes and manifests
itself as the red or ultraviolet shift for the modulation factors exp!ik�vt � z�" and exp!ik�vt & z�"
correspondingly�

� In certain space�time domains� the waves of two di�erent frequencies� fundamental and shifted� are
excited� which leads to formation of beating�type interferential patterns� The structure of these
beatings become more and more complicated as the current pulse velocity tends to the velocity of
light�
As far as in some intermediate stage the solving scheme reduces the electromagnetic problem to a

scalar problem containing the wave equation� results obtained may be readily generalized to the case
of scalar waves� the wave process being completely described by the wavefunction in both near and
far zones�
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Estimating velocity model with multicomponent seismic data

Ekaterina A� Vsemirnova

State University of Aerospace Investigations�
St�Petersburg� Russia

With the aim of analyzing multicomponent data from complex regions a new algorithm for mod�
eling based on traveltime computation is developed�

The numerical approach is used for independent analysis of P� and S�waves velocity� Recent de�
velopments in multicomponent sea��oor recording have refocused interests on converted shear�waves�
Multicomponent seismic data can be used to derive P� and S�wave velocity structures of subsurface�
which can be further used to estimate geological properties� The ability to construct reliable velocity
model of the shear velocities of marine sediments is important in a number of disciplines� For explo�
ration seismologists� for example� these models would help to improve the shear�wave static correction
needed in oil and gas exploration� Images of deep shear�velocity horizons are sometimes better than
those achievable with P�wave particularly in and around gas clouds and beneath high�velocity layers�
and together with P�waves provide estimates of Poisson ratio which is used as a proxy for porosity�

P�wave analysis of Ocean Bottom Seismometer data acquired in Barents�Kara region is used for
improving S�waves data sets for following interpretation and estimation Poisson ratio� The modeling
shows a �exibility and robustness of method presented�

Theoretical� numerical� and experimental evidence of
superluminal electromagnetic and gravitational �elds

generated in the near�eld of dipole sources

William D� Walker

Electronics Lecturer� �Orebro University� Sweden
e�mail� william�walker�tech�oru�se

Theoretical and numerical wave propagation analysis of an oscillating electric dipole is presented�
The results show that upon creation at the source� both the longitudinal electric and transverse
magnetic �elds propagate superluminaly and reduce to the speed of light as they propagate about one
wavelength from the source� In contrast� the transverse electric �eld is shown to be created about
��� wavelength outside the source and launches superluminal �elds both toward and away from the
source which reduce to the speed of light as the �eld propagates about one wavelength from the
source� An experiment using simple dipole antennas is shown to verify the predicted superluminal
transverse electric �eld behavior� Broadband analysis of a dipole source is also presented which shows
that the superluminal e�ects can be extended� In addition� it is shown that the �elds generated by a
gravitational source propagate superluminally and can be modeled using quadrapole electrodynamic
theory� The phase speed� group speed and information speed of these systems are compared and
shown to di�er� Provided the noise of a signal is small and the modulation method is known� it is
shown that the information speed can be approximately the same as the superluminal group speed�
According to relativity theory it is known that between certain reference frames� superluminal signals
can propagate backward in time enabling violations of causality� Several explanations are presented
which may resolve this dilemma�
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Resonant scattering of waves by the layer and
grate a Kerr
like dielectric nonlinearity

Vasyl V� Yatsyk

Usikov Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics NASU
�� Ac� Proskura Str�� Kharkov� ��
�� Ukraine

On an example of the open nonlinear electrodynamic systems � transverse non�homogeneous�
isotropic� nonmagnetic� linearly polarized� nonlinear �a Kerr�like dielectric nonlinearity� dielectric
layer and grate� the algorithms of solution of the di�raction problems of a plane wave on the nonlinear
objects and the results of the numerical analysis of the nonlinear problem are shown� In particular for
a layer are found out� e�ect of non�uniform shift of resonant frequency and e�ect of increase of the
angle of the transparency of the nonlinear layer at growth of intensity of the �eld�

The nonlinear di�raction problems reduced the solutions of the non�homogeneous nonlinear in�
tegrated equations of the second kind� For the layer this nonlinear integrated equation concerning
a full �eld of di�raction� In case of the grate the appropriate system of the nonlinear integrated
equations for Fourier harmonics of a full �eld of di�raction manages to be reduced to the nonlinear
one�dimensional integrated equation of an operational �matrix� kind� That is� the system nonlinear
one�dimensional �concerning cross�section coordinate� the integrated equations of the second kind �the
one�dimensional nonlinear integrated equation is written down in the operational form� concerning of
the Fourier amplitudes of a full �eld of di�raction in a nonlinear dielectric grate is received�

These integrated equations with application of the Simpson�s quadrature method are reduced
to the systems of the non�homogeneous nonlinear equations of the second kind� Algorithms of the
solution of these equations are considered !�"� !�"� These algorithms based on the iterative scheme�
Also algorithms of the decision of nonlinear systems of the equations on the basis of the Newtonian
method for the analytical a component of the required solutions and the Newtonian algorithm for the
Teilor�series of the di�raction �eld are given�

The submitted algorithms have the following features� The iterative algorithms may be referred
to direct numerical methods� It is simple in realization� but has lacks inherent in the iterative circuits
based on quadrature forms� The following algorithms on the basis of a method of Newton� numerically
analytical � has good �quadric� convergence�

By numerical methods are found out� e�ect of irregular change of resonant frequency characteristics
of a nonlinear problem of di�raction e�ect of increase in a corner of a transparency of a nonlinear layer
with growth of intensity of a �eld� These e�ects are connected to resonant properties of a nonlinear
dielectric layer� They are caused by change �increase� in dielectric permeability of a layer �a nonlinear
component of dielectric permeability� at increase in intensity of a �eld of excitation of researched
nonlinear object� see !�"� !�"�

The proposed algorithms for the solution of nonlinear di�raction problems and the results of the
numerical analysis are applied� at investigation of processes of wave self�in�uence at the analysis of
amplitude�phase dispersion of eigen oscillation�wave �elds in the nonlinear objects �the norm of own
�eld is de�ned from the decision of a problem di�raction or excitation of a nonlinear layer�� see !�" 
development of the approach of the description of evolutionary processes near to critical points of the
amplitude�phase dispersion of nonlinear structure �the case of a linear problem in !�"� !�" is considered� 
at designing new selecting energy transmitting� remembering devices etc�
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Nonlinear interaction of electromagnetic waves guided
by the dielectric slab in the anisotropic media

N� F� Yashina� T� M� Zaboronkova

Technical University of Nizhny Novgorod�
�� Minin St�� Nizhny Novgorod �
�	�
� Russia

We consider the parametric instability of low frequency electromagnetic surface waves guided by
the plane dielectric slab in the anisotropic media �in particular� a magnetoplasma� It is assumed that
superimposed static magnetic �eld is oriented parallel to the slab boundary and to be perpendicular
to the propagation direction of the surface waves� The magnetoplasma is described by the dielectric
permittivity tensor in the nondiagonal form� The elements of the dielectric tensor in the case of
magnetoplasma are determined by the plasma parameters and given in� e�g�� !�"� The nonlinear
interaction of guided waves may arise due to the presence of a time�harmonic pumping electric �eld
which is oriented perpendicular to the slab� This problem may be interest for the plasma diagnostic
aims !�"�

The nonlinear interaction can observed if the space�time synchronism of the surface waves and the
incident electromagnetic wave takes place� �� # �� & ��and �h� & �h� # 
 �here �� is the frequency
of the intense electromagnetic wave� ����� �h��� are the frequencies and propagation constants of the
guided waves respectively�� We consider the case when �� # ��� and the surface waves propagate
in the opposite direction� We have obtained the system of equations describing the behavior of the
surface�wave amplitudes from the hydrodynamic equations and the system of Maxwell equations in
the approximation of weak nonlinearity� Using the standard procedure we have found the expressions
for the instability increment of the guided waves and the threshold value of the external electric �eld�
The calculations are performed for the parameters corresponding the laboratory experiments !�"�
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Plane wave di�raction by a semi
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impedance sheet attached to an impedance wedge

N� Y� Zhu
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It has been shown recently that plane wave di�raction by an impedance wedge whose exterior
is bisected by a semi�in�nite impedance sheet can be solved rigorously !Lyalinov� Zhu� Proc� R�
Soc� Lond� A ��

��� �	�� ���	���
 Zhu� Lyalinov� IEEE Trans AP ��

��� 	�� ��������"� The
exact solution has been enabled by a newly proposed e�cient procedure for solving second order
functional di�erence equations� The canonical wedge�shaped structure studied in this work consists
of a semi�in�nite impedance sheet attached to an impedance wedge contrary to the previous works�
the impedance sheet need not coincide with the bisector of the exterior of the impedance wedge�
The solution procedure begins with the application of the Sommerfeld�Malyuzhinets technique to the
original boundary value problem� resulting in a coupled system of di�erence equations for the spectral
functions corresponding to angular regions above and below the impedance sheet� Eliminating the
spectral function associated with the narrower angular region we obtain a second order di�erence
equation for the other spectral function� By making use of the boundary condition on the respective
wedge face� the generalised Malyuzhinets function ����� and the S�integrals� we arrive at an integral
expression for an even and in the basic strip regular new spectral function� Now the integral depends
upon the value of this new spectral function along a shifted imaginary axis in the complex plane� the
shift being two times the angular deviation of the impedance sheet from the bisector of the wedge
exterior� Precisely for points on this shifted imaginary axis we get a Fredholm equation of the second
kind� Solving this integral equation numerically and making use of the integral representation� as well
as analytical continuation if necessary� we determine one of the spectral fucntions the remaining one
is related to the �rst one and can be calculated accordingly� A �rst order uniform asymptotic solution
has been derived and will be presented together with numerical examples�

Square integrable solutions of spheroidal
Coulomb equation of the imaginary variable

Andrei M� Puchkov

Fock Institute of Physics� St�Petersburg State University
Stary Petergo�� � Ulianovskia St� �		
�� St��Petersburg� Russia

The boundary�value problem for the spheroidal Coulomb equation for pure imaginary variable with
homogeneous boundary conditions is considered� It is important that singular points of the equation
��� and &�� are laying outside the variable domain� This doesn�t permit to use the standard method
!�" for searching of the eigenfunction by power series� We suggest the generalized Ja�e�transformation�
It leads to the recurrence relations for Poincare�Perron type expansion coe�cients� The convergence of
the expansions and asymptotic behaviour of eigenfunctions for large scaling parameter are discussed�
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Propagators weakly associated to a family of Hamiltonians
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We develop a new notion of a propagator U�t� s� weakly associated to a time�dependent Hamilto�
nian H�t�� We indicate cases when the weak association can be veri�ed while the usual relationship
between a propagator and a Hamiltonian is unclear or even is not valid� Our approach is based on a
theory due to Howland in which one relates to a propagator the so called quasienergy operator K in
the extended Hilbert space K # L��R�H� dt� with H being the original Hilbert space� This is done
via the Stone theorem according to the prescription�

e�i�Kf
�
�t� # U�t� t� ��f�t� ��� � � R�

Equivalently� K is de�ned by the equality

K # U��i�t�U� where U #

Z 

R

U�t� 
� dt�

We say that a propagator U�t� s� is weakly associated to H�t� if

K # �i�t & H where H #

Z 

R

H�t� dt�

Here we suppose that the intersection Dom��i�t��DomH is dense in K� For example� this is true in
the case when the domain DomH�t� is time�independent�

We show that at most one propagator can be weakly associated to a Hamiltonian� Furthermore�
we indicate several su�cient conditions that guarantee the weak association� In particular� this is
true when H�t� has a time�independent domain and the relationship between U�t� s� and H�t� is
the usual one� As an application of this concept we discuss a model describing a quantum particle
which is moving in a plane under the in�uence of a constant magnetic �eld and driven by a slowly
time�dependent Aharonov�Bohm �ux� The known standard adiabatic results do not cover directly
this model as the Hamiltonian has time�dependent domain and H�t� � H�
� is not relatively H�
�
bounded�

These results were obtained jointly with J� Asch �Toulon� and I� Hradeck�y �Prague� and will be
published in J� Math� Phys �� ��

���

Scattering and resonances in leaky quantum wires

Pavel Exner

Department of Theoretical Physics� NPI� Czech Academy of Sciences
CZ���
� �Re�z � Prague
e�mail� exner�ujf�cas�cz

We discuss a model quantum wires which takes tunneling into account� being formally described
by Hamiltonians of the type �$ � ���x � 2� in L��R�� where 2 is a graph� If the geometry of 2 is
nontrivial� such systems can exhibit interesting spectral and scattering properties� We will analyze
negative�energy scattering in the case when 2 is a local deformation of a straight line� We will also
demonstrate that an approximation result which suggests existence of resonances due to the global
geometry� Finally� we will present a solvable model describing 2 which consists of a line and a family
of points�
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Isoperimetric problems for � interactions and mean
chord inequalities

Pavel Exner

Department of Theoretical Physics� NPI� Czech Academy of Sciences
CZ���
� �Re�z � Prague
e�mail� exner�ujf�cas�cz

This talk is concerned with isoperimetric problems for generalized Schr�odinger operators in L��R��
describing �leaky� quantum wires� We will discuss two examples� In the �rst one two�dimensional
point interaction of the same coupling are situated at vertices of an equilateral N �polygon and we ask
about the con�guration which maximized the ground�state energy it is shown a regular polygon is a
sharp local maximizer� In the second example we prove a similar result for the operator given formally
as �$ � ���x � 2� with the interaction supported by closed loops 2 of a �xed length in the plane�
We demonstrate that the problem reduces to an interesting family of geometric inequalities�

The distribution of gaps between prime numbers� physical approach

K� Oleschko

Centro de Geociencias� Universidad Nacional Aut�onoma de M�exico �UNAM��
Apdo� Postal ������ Quer�etaro� Qro�� 
��

� M�exico
F� Brambila

Facultad de Ciencias� Departamento de Matem�aticas� UNAM� CU�
C�P� 
���
� Coyoacan� M�exico� D�F� M�exico
R� Perez Pascual

Instituto de F�)sica� UNAM� Apdo� Postal �
����� CU�
C�P� 
���
� Coyoac�an� M�exico� D�F�� M�exico
J��F� Parrot

Instituto de Geograf�)a� UNAM� Apdo� Postal� CU�
C�P� 
���
� Coyoac�an� M�exico� D�F�� M�exico

The spatial distribution of gaps between prime numbers was analyzed across some deterministic and
random fractal�s images� and compared with the patterns extracted from the �



 of the consecutive
prime numbers� selected from two sets of natural numbers� from � to ���	��� and from ��		��� to
�
������ The clear fractal behavior with fractal dimension close to �� is documented for these nearest�
neighbor gaps� independently on a nature and volume of analyzed sets� The strong antipersistent
tendency and near to constant Hurst exponent �
��� was shown for the gaps spatial geometry� The
prime number distributions have very closed to random behavior with Hurst exponent near to 
��� We
speculate that the study of the prime number distribution in the real world will enrich the Number
Theory with new ideas helpful for resolving the famous conjectures concerning the aforementioned
gaps �specially the Twin Prime Conjecture��
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Investigation of �rst
order antire�ecting
grating 
 computations and experiment

D� V� Myagkov� S� I� Nesterov� I� Gadjiev� E� L� Portnoi

Io�e�Physical Technical Institute RAS� St�Petersburg� Russia

V� E� Grikurov

St�Petersburg University� St�Petersburg� Russia

Although a di�raction grating was developed and investigated more than hundred years ago� it
still holds a great potential for new applications in many area of modern physics� One of them is
antire�ection structures based on zero�order di�ractive gratings !�"�

However� �rst�order di�ractive gratings exhibiting antire�ection properties are also of great interest
as soon as it could be used for redirecting of transmitted light not only into the zero but also into the
�rst di�racted order� The gratings have a great potential as light coupling devises in nanophotonics�

To investigate �rst�order di�raction gratings a reliable numerical model� which meets experimental
data� for calculation of di�raction e�ciency should be developed� Investigation of literature reveals
the great number of rigorous models for calculation of di�raction e�ciency of gratings !�"� but most of
them have restrictions on validity and convergence� which depends either on ratio of period and feature
size to the incident light wavelength or light polarization or both� However� the desired numerical
model has to provide rigorous calculation of di�raction e�ciency for gratings of any pro�le with period
and feature size of light wavelength scale� for any light polarization and incidence angle� The method
developed in !�� �" was chosen� as it meets all the above mentioned requirements�

Since after careful study of literature no papers on comparison of the method with an experiment
were found� some experiments have been made to approve the validity of the model� Dependence of
the di�raction e�ciency of grating made by interference photolithography !�" on incidence angle of
TE polarized light was measured and revealed suitable coincidence� Dependence of the di�raction
e�ciency on light wavelength was also measured and compared with calculations�

As the experimental data and calculations based on the method developed in !�� �" are in sat�
isfactory agreement� and as the method allows to investigate dependence of di�raction e�ciency of
grating on its geometry parameters and light wavelength in great size of changing� the method is found
suitable for further investigation of �rst�order di�raction gratings�
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On intensity of high
frequency surface waves in
anisotropic elasticity theory	 The energy approach

Z� A� Yanson

POMI RAN� St�Petersburg� Russia

The present paper is concerned with the solution of the transport equation� which was obtained
in !�"� In !�� �"� individual modes� concentrated near the stress�free boundary of an anisotropic elastic
body� can be thought of as generalized Rayleigh waves well�known in isotropic elasticity theory� The
wave �eld of a surface wave �e�g�� of a whispering gallery mode�� is represented as space�time caustic
expansion

�u��r� t� #
n
�Av��p���m� & ip���� �Bv���p���m�

o
eipl	�r�t
� ���

where �A and �B are asymptotic series in integer powers of ��p� p� �� and v is the Airy function� As
in the isotropic case� we assume m�r� t� # � #const on surface S� Parameter � is small and discrete
�it describes proximity of the caustic of the ray �eld to surface S�� Radius�vector �r for any point M
near S is written via radius �r� of a point M� on S and the normal �n to S

�r�M� # �r��M�� & n�n�M��� ���

where n is distance to S� Let �A � and �B � be the main asymptotic terms for series �A and �B� The
problem of constructing an asymptotics for Rayleigh type waves of form ��� is solvable if� and only
if� � �A �� �n� is not zero on S �see !�"�� Provided this condition holds� m� eikonal l� and the coe�cients
of ray series in ��� can then be found� in a recurrent procedure� as series in integer powers n and ��
In the �rst instance� these computations seek to determine the principle term of asymptotics �A� on
S� In ���� the equation for �A� �transport equation� is obtained in invariant form both in terms of
the coordinate system and the type of anisotropy of the elastic medium� with amplitude �A � being a
complex value in a general case� Integration of this equation using the eikonal equation for space�time
surface rays yields the phase � # argA� �Berry�s phase��

In order to �nd j �A�j� we use trivial transformations to derive the transport equations for amplitudes
�U�
� and �U�� for the ray �eld near the caustic with eikonals

�� # l & ���m��� and �� # l� ���m��� ���

for the rays approaching surface S and those re�ected from it� respectively� We then take the energy
approach by averaging the energy and the energy �ux transported by the rays� The above equations
are solved in standard ray form by parameterization of the rays using a system of ray coordinates that
are de�ned� in a special manner� on the space�time caustic� Additionally� we introduce a semi�geodesic
coordinate system by de�ning normal �n� to the caustic in space�time metric� Taking into account the
validity of ��� both near surface S and the caustic we �nd the relationship between the normals �n �to
surface S� and �n�� We use the relation

j �A �j� # ���m���
n
j�U �

�j� & j�U �
�j� � �m���j �B �j�

o
� ���

Then by moving point M onto surface S and setting m # � # 
 �i�e�� bringing the point of tangency
of the ray and caustic onto surface S�� we arrive to the �nal formula for j �A�j �intensity��

The expression for �A� thus obtained takes the form of a modi�ed ray method formula �for a �eld
of space�time rays on surface S� which is analogous to the known expressions for �A� in the cases of
isotropic and transversely isotropic elastic media �see !�"��

This work was supported by RFFI grant 
� 
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The unidirectional stability of passive ring optical resonators
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It is shown� that passive ring optical resonators with small losses can have the unidirectional
stability� It means� that in the resonator the mode of own oscillations is possible� when from two
counter propagating waves � one is concentrated near the optical axis of cavity of the resonator� and
another concentrated is not� A �eld of the concentrated wave decreases in cross concerning an optical
axis direction� and �eld of not concentrated counter wave does not decrease and oscillate in all cavity
of the resonator�

Earlier in our works !�" � !�" was it is shown� that active ring optical resonators �that is containing
amplifying elements�� can have the unidirectional stability�

To prove� that the unidirectional stability this one of the general properties of ring resonators�
in the given work it is shown� that property of the unidirectional stability can have and passive
ring optical resonators� that is not containing the amplifying elements� but containing only small�
for example� ohmic losses� Presence losses necessarily� Ideal resonators with unidirectional stability
does not exist� they either are steady� or unstable simultaneously� The physical reason of it It is
extraordinary simple� In ideal resonators a �elds of counter propagating waves are always mutual�
Counter propagating waves have identical cross distribution of a �eld in everyone section perpendicular
an optical axis� In resonators with losses �ampli�cation� it not so� Fields of counter propagating waves
can have di�ering cross section distributions and parameters of the resonator can be picked up so�
that one of waves will lose stability� while the counter wave will remain steady� Such ring optical
resonators we have named resonators with unidirectional stability� It is shown in our works !�"� !�"�
Unfortunately� in these works we were limited� as it seemed to us more interesting� demonstration
examples� following from the general theory� only for models active resonators� also have not resulted
examples for models passive resonators� In given article we consider model passive the ring passive
optical resonator having property unidirectional stability�
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